By much the same words, Conrad, in one of his stories, describes his impression of a great city port on his return to civilization from a stormy voyage in the South Seas.

It appears to me that the same expression might be applied to the aspect of American Architecture as it appears to us, covering a period of—say—thirty years. If possible, we might turn the rudder of our minds away from the present mutable world affairs into that port of thought.

There, looming up before us, we may find the same impressive evidences of the paltry and magnificent—the practice of both the smug—and the free and wanton waste.

Paths of virtue and its boundaries are ever ill defined. One side bites on the other as it were. And in the case of the so-called modern, it is able to take large juicy mouthfuls out of that period, the “Gay Nineties”, which provided such edible as “swags” of fruit, surrounding cartouches, which threw out their bellies obtrusively over doorway and pediment—that day when architects sinned in ornament—for, is not ornament a sin to the modernist and does it not cover something more heinous?

And, when virtue closes its mouth, does it not become a thin lipped ruthless line? There seems to be no aspect but the grimmest visages—no face wreathed in smiles—no human ingratiation.

Buried even in foliage, modern architecture is like the bleached skeleton found in the sage brush of the desert, abandoned as it were by all humanity,—from which all good and maybe dirty habits have fled, leaving behind cans from which the modern insect feeds.

We still have with us relics of an opulent era. Their creators transgressed. Their aspect is that of wall construction. Undoubtedly, they are full of “deadmen’s bones” like the Biblical platter (bones of steel). But they are splendid—like the woman of the “Gay Nineties”—tiers of skirts, plumes and ruffles—and no indication of the members of locomotion!

They were designed by architects who, though naturally, took their inspiration from Europe (in the same way the moderns do!) and, having partaken of the Roman banquet of architectural forms—were themselves magnificent minded—but—skillful. They plunged into the orgies of spending millionaires and although on such a vast spree, were not seated until they had drunk the last dregs of architectural styles.

Their works were eclectic but their adaptations were free and discriminating. How hardly may I convince you of their knowledge and skill. For now that same would be sin beyond redemption, and even to know of those things is to be accused.

The “modernist” starts off with what? Functionalism? The straight and narrow path of virtue? Is it stripping the skeleton of its flesh? Certainly it is not like depriving the body of its clothing, for then it would reveal the greatest beauty, God’s own image in a human being—modern architecture has not that beauty.

Perhaps the process of progress is raising the hood of a motor car, for we there expose a machine—or, in the case of a home, a machine for living (as by popular expression)—both sometimes of dubious performance, susceptible even to human variables.

A fascist virtue of directing our steps and ordering our habits finds expression in the attached furniture of a home. One is compelled to sit in such and such a place, for it is ordered that he behold a certain vista (whether or not he wants to). Or he must sit crowded in a certain position at the table—or—he discovers a certain immobility to the bed. (There is only one object which I myself regard necessary to that virtue). How does this policy intrigue the distaff side in a home, whose will is moving and eternal change or a temporary and fleeting style?

Movable furniture now takes the superior form of the machine—bent tubes and a dangerous poise. Aspect concerned, you may choose between the Portland or Swellback cutter and go sleighing over...
A Complete Line of Rock Wool Insulation Products Manufactured in Detroit
S U L A T I O N Hogarth 8978
D U S T R I E S at Lyndon Corporation
Consult us when you have insulation problems
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FOX THEATRE
Beginning Friday, Nov. 1st
Deanna Durbin—Robert Cummings
in “SPRING PARADE”
A supporting cast including—Mischa Auer,
Butch & Buddy, Henry Stephenson, Walter Catlett,
S. Z. Sakall and Samuel S. Hinds.
Also another equally entertaining feature with
Fox Movietone News and selected short subjects.
Starting Nov. 15th, on the Fox stage in person.
- ROBERT CUMMINGS - ILONA MASSEY and
- SABU.
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IMPORTANT MEETING!

Place: The Detroit Edison Company Auditorium—2000 Second Avenue, Detroit.
Date: November 6th, 1940—8:00 P. M. (Please note the change in the date from election night, November 5th, to Wednesday, November 6th).

Subject: "Old Wiring Methods, New Practices, and the Demand for Proper Lighting."

The Michigan Section is more than fortunate to secure the above two speakers for this meeting. Mr. Ponnn has been with his present company 31 years, serving the first 15 years in general construction, electrical and power house work. During the last 16 years he has been in charge of the complete operation of the properties. He is a member of the Electrical Committee of the National Fire Protection Association which committee formulates the National Electrical Code. He has had wide experience in the application of the new wiring code in remodeling the Penobscot and four other buildings. He is an excellent speaker and has a practical story of genuine interest.

Mr. Stevenson needs no introduction, as he is an authority on the code. He will explain and clarify the code changes and will give details on their application, including the calculation of wire sizes for conduit in service.

There have been many changes in the code during the past year, and this meeting should be of great interest to everyone, so come and bring anyone who may be interested in this subject.

There will be on display samples of all the new electrical equipment approved by the code.

EXHIBITION UNTIL NOVEMBER 11TH

The architectural exhibition at the Detroit Institute of Arts is being continued until November 11th.

Many of the entries have been selected to be shown in several cities of Michigan, after close of the show in Detroit. Architects are requested to call Mr. Shaw at the Institute after November 11th, in order to determine what material should be called for.

FOREMAN NEW A.G.C. MANAGER

President H. B. Zachry has announced that by unanimous vote of the executive committee, Herbert E. Foreman has been appointed Managing Director of the Associated General Contractors of America to succeed Edward J. Harding, who died suddenly on October 5. James D. Marshall has been appointed Assistant Managing Director to succeed Mr. Foreman.

MEMBERSHIP

If you are an architect registered in Michigan won't you support your organization by paying $3.00 dues to March 1, 1941?

Let's consolidate our gains made last year.

BUILDING INDUSTRY LUNCHEON

Detroit-Leland Hotel

Tues., Nov. 5, 12:15 P. M., $1.25

M. S. A. — B. & T. — Producers

This one in charge of BUILDERS' & TRADERS' EXCHANGE

Carl O. Barton, President

All those interested are invited to attend.

SPEAKER. Mayor Edward J. Jeffries, Jr. will discuss the City's policies in regard to construction work.

ART EXHIBITION

In connection with American Art Month, November 1940, sponsored by the American Artists Professional League, Frank H. Wright announces an Art Exhibition to include sketches, water colors, oils, sculpture, models, etc.

The material is to be displayed in the windows of various buildings in downtown Detroit, General Motors Building, Fisher Building and others.

In connection with the display, Wright says, "The widespread interest in art on the part of the public at large, which has come into being during the last decade, has cleared the road of many of the obstacles that confronted us before."

"Through many and various agencies the layman has, one might say, become color conscious, form conscious: in short, art conscious. More and more he visits exhibitions of paintings and sculpture. Paintings in windows arrest his attention. In increasing numbers he and his family are exploring a world hitherto foreign to them—the world of American Art."

All those willing to cooperate in this exhibition should apply to Frank H. Wright, Cherry 7414.

NOTICE OF MEETING

Michigan Society of Architects and its Detroit Division

Intercollegiate Alumni Club

TUESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 19
DINNER AT 6:30 P. M., $1.30

This meeting is for the purpose of discussing a matter of vital importance to all architects registered in Michigan, that of a plan of action with regard to violations of the State Registration Act for Architects. The Committee on Practice headed by Leo M. Bauer will have something of interest to report and upon decision of the membership will rest the future course. It is, therefore, urgent that a representative attendance be had.

NEW OFFICE

Walter M. Dole, Architect, announces the removal of his office to 13739 Gratiot Avenue, in the Ramona Building, corner McNichols Road in Detroit. He was formerly located at 16844 Wildemere Avenue.

Professor Emil Lorch was one of a distinguished group of speakers on the Second Annual Round Table Fellowship at the North Woodward Congregational Church in Detroit, when on October 30 in their series on Music, Drama and Art he spoke on "Church Architecture."
the hardest linoleum, dashing into obese chairs or sofas which await you with a cold rectangular embrace. All these are the fruits of virtue, included in the modern machine for living—and—ridiculous! (As many virtues are,—measured by psychological verities to which we may now be blind).

The path of virtue is indeed narrow, and, I may say—wizzened—not wide enough in which to walk abreast with a friend. That is why I call it pa thy— it has no ingratiating qualities. Its values will be found spurious, perhaps long after I have joined the shades or the reward which I shall reap for my architectural transgressions!

Such of mine may be tinged by a certain harmless modernism. This much I may say, as they break up through the terrible weight of medieval sin, that I have tried them out and they are utterly wanting.

The serpent of economy and standardization has reared, too mean and small to be hydraheaded. Transfixed by its beady glare, people now would rather have many gadgets made by the million, having no distinction and glittering with a hard modernity—than possess one worthy article fashioned by the human hand through unevenly—not a bauble which tomorrow will be rubbish!

However sinful a state it may be, I am still in the era of Oriental rugs—with pictures on the walls! No stern interior decorator shall cry to me—"Repent Ye"! For behold the day is now at hand when ye shall have this wall one color and the adjacent one another. And the sole ornament thou shalt possess will be a distorted human figure in plastic (preferably reclining).

I shall never hang on my wall pictures of indeterminate objects which require me to go into the deviuous convolutions of the artist's mind—nor of objects distantly recognizable but purposely distorted.

Ever since Adam and Eve were cast out of the Garden of Eden for tasting that lucious fruit, man has reached out to pluck the same (symbolically). Why? Because it tastes good and is beautiful—so much better than the virtuous medicine which our parents were constrained to give us for its salutary affects.

The curative affects (in architecture) are correspondingly so bitter and of really so little value that I still prefer to behold those magnificent transgressions. Though I am compelled to regard the former era as prodigal in expense, it is splendid in stimulation.

Those who have tried to close the door for us on that era have substituted nothing. The high priests—the geniuses of modern design have built us paltry words—trying to turn the public current to as smug an eclectic style. They have yet not provided us with any concrete evidence—they have not built us one inspiring thing. We may almost see the handwriting on the walls of the heavens "MENE, MENE TEKEL UPHARSIN" Thou art weighed in the balances—and found wanting!"

MASK SHOW AT CRANBROOK

The Cranbrook Institute of Science calls attention of the Detroit Chapter, A.I.A., to its exhibition of masks, shown until November 18. Here are assembled many rare and spectacular religious, festival, dramatic and ancestor masks of all the great mask-making cultures from the Arctic Circle to central Africa; from Tibet to the Pacific Islands. The masks are loaned from the foremost collections in the country.

The exhibition is open from 2 to 5 p.m. daily without charge.
Professor Lorch responded by saying that it had been a great pleasure to work with Hyde and other officers of the Chapter. He pointed out that formerly we found it necessary to offer a free dinner in order to get a good attendance at an Annual Meeting, but on this occasion it was not necessary. This he considered a tribute to retiring President Hyde. He considered it fortunate that the retiring president remains on the board. Professor Lorch commended the exhibition currently at the Detroit Institute of Arts, stating that it showed diversity of interest and a healthy condition in the profession. He urged that each architect in the cities where this exhibition is to go prepare an analysis for newspaper publicity.

Other newly elected officers pledged their best efforts on behalf of the Chapter.

The president, with the approval of the Board, appointed Talmage C. Hughes as Executive Secretary of the Chapter.

* * *

PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS
Detroit Chapter, A.I.A.
Annual Meeting, Oct. 24, 1940
By Arthur K. Hyde

Our meeting this evening marks the close of the Fiftieth year in our history. It would be interesting if by some magic we might have brought before our eyes, as in review, the salient event characterizing each year in our half century of existence. Would we see a steady march of progress? I’m not certain but I do feel convinced that we would see a fairly constant effort toward a goal which was established high enough that we must still strive to attain it and worthy enough that it is still worth the effort. The ideals and the principles upon which the Institute is founded have changed very slightly if at all with the passing of the years. So today, as throughout the yesterdays, we find ourselves employed in creating a harmony throughout the profession toward higher concepts in architecture and improved relations with the public we serve.

That our Chapter has made any conspicuous advances this year toward our goal I do not contend but I believe every effort of the Chapter and its committees has been constructive and in the right direction.

I express my sincere thanks to the Officers and Directors for their loyalty to the Chapter and their active assistance in its program. The life and the effectiveness of the Chapter is largely dependent upon the Board and the Committees, and I know the entire membership join me in thanking those who have given of their time and talents in carrying on the work throughout the year.

The reports of our Secretary and the Chairmen of Standing and Special Committees amply review the work of the year. I wish here merely to call attention briefly to certain items which seem of special importance.

1. Our able Secretary, Talmage Hughes, is now Chairman of the Institute’s Committee on Publicity. We are confident that the Institute will profit by the guidance he will give to this very important work. We are proud to count him as one of our members. Through his efforts the Chapter enjoys a stronger position in our City and State than formerly. Through the press, the radio and the lectures he has arranged Mr. Hughes has brought the architect before the public.

2. The finances of the Chapter, through Malcolm Stilton’s care, have remained in a healthy state. The tentative budget system which was started about two years ago has proved itself and should be continued.

3. This year the Chapter decided to hold another Honor Award Exhibit after a lapse of about ten years. With a very limited time for preparation Ralph Calder, Henry Stanton and others gathered together a notable collection of local work by Chapter members which has received much favorable publicity. I believe the Chapter would do well to re-establish the Honor Award Exhibit as a bi-annual event. We are indebted to Ralph Calder for his able work in making this year’s Exhibit so successful.

4. Through the efforts of William E. Kapp, Branson V. Gamber and others the Chapter has, during the past year, given constructive support to the development of Detroit’s first Zoning Ordinance. This has been no easy task and several of our members, particularly Mr. Kapp, have given generously of their time and energy to this work.

5. We are greatly indebted to our Regional Director, Clair Ditchy, for his active interest and real assistance and co-operation in every Chapter activity and problem throughout the year. He has served, ex officio, as a member of the Board and has given freely of his time and energy to Chapter affairs. I wish to personally thank him for all his help and I know the Board and the entire membership join me in this expression of appreciation.

6. One of the events of the year was the Second Annual Mid-West Architectural Conference at Cranbrook in which the Chapter joined with the Michigan Society of Architects as hosts for the occasion. The burden of responsibility for the multitudinous details of arrangements was carried by Clair Ditchy, who was ably assisted by Branson Gamber, Richard Raseman and Talmage Hughes. While the attendance fell short of expectations, the Conference was a real success and those who availed themselves of the opportunity profited by the discussions and the fellowship. The Chapter expresses its sincere thanks to all who assisted in this outstanding event and wishes especially to thank Mr. Booth, Mr. and Mrs. Saarinen and Mr. Raseman for their cordial hospitality and for making this Conference possible amid such ideal surroundings, Detroit’s architectural oasis, Cranbrook. We wish particularly to thank Mr. and Mrs. Saarinen for their delightful cocktail party at their home and lovely garden.

7. We will soon have a Student Branch of the Detroit Chapter at Ann Arbor. Notably through the efforts of Professor and Mrs. Branson Gamber the idea has taken a firm hold among the students of the School of Architecture. With this student branch we reinforce our membership with a group of outstanding students selected for their serious attitude toward architecture and their scholastic standing. We also accept a real responsibility for this program calls for assistance to the student members wherever possible and we must do all we can to develop in these men the attitude toward architecture and its practice for which the Institute stands. We welcome these new members into our Chapter and promise our cooperation.

8. This year a precedent was set which we hope will become to some extent an established custom. Harley and Ellington, Architects and Engineers for the new Rackham Memorial Building, invited the Chapter to advise with them and to act somewhat in the capacity of a jury in connection with the design of the Rackham Building. This has prompted this invitation; (1) The Chapter has believe for many years in consultation on buildings of a public or semi-public nature and has rendered such service to the City Plan Commission on many occasions; (2) This project is semi-public in character in that it houses the Extension facilities of the University of Michigan. (3) The Project also houses...
the Engineering Society of Detroit, of which the Chapter is definitely a part and in which many of us are active members. George D. Mason, Clair W. Dent, William E. Kapp and your chairman served the Chapter on this committee. A friendly spirit pervaded each meeting of the committee with the architects and we believe the co-operation proved helpful. We wish to thank the firm of Harley and Ellington for their liberal minded attitude in establishing this precedent.

There are many important problems facing the architect today, several of which were discussed at length during the recent Conference at Cranbrook. Nor are we alone. Almost every profession today is facing parallel difficulties. Some of these problems are too large for individual chapters to solve. Regional action may be necessary to deal intelligently and in some cases the co-operation of the entire profession may be necessary to gain results. However and whenever the issues are met, I feel sure that the Detroit Chapter will play its part, and I am also convinced that our unified profession will be a useful factor.

It is impossible to conclude this report without some reference to that struggle which grips the world today and which, in spite of all we say, is uppermost in the minds of us here. The war, just begun at the time of our last annual meeting, has now developed until it has become of real concern to us and to all democracies. National defense is the important topic of the day and in this the Institute is co-operating in every way possible. Many of our offices are working overtime in planning for national defense. The Institute is doing its best to see that the architect functions in his normal professional way on the Defense Program, which we believe is the way in which he may best serve his government. An appeal for funds has been made to assist the Institute in its endeavor, and it is hoped that the response will be as generous as possible.

On behalf of the officers and directors, I thank the Chapter for their loyal support and to our successors I extend best wishes for a successful Chapter year and the hope that at our next meeting we may again find the world at peace.

* * *

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ARCHITECTURAL CLINICS

Emil Lorch, Chairman

The idea which has received attention in other centers was here discussed with a view not only to improving small house design service, of putting this on a basis within the reach of the meanest, but also to initiating those entering the profession from the schools by having them work under the supervision of practitioners on realistic, non-academic problems, a special aspect of the practical experience so long recognized as essential for students.

In Detroit such a plan grew naturally out of the commendable effort of some years ago by a group of architects to give assistance to the building public in the lower brackets under the most liberal conditions of cost. Much the same group of architects have been carrying on an advisory plan, a kind of clinic, through which an architect serves as an advisor to prospective builders for a number of hours during one week, being succeeded by another member of the group for a like period. The plan has met with some little response during its initial phase.

At the University of Michigan a graduate in architecture working with a member of the faculty has developed two small projects in such a way as to gain insight into many phases of the problems of client, architect, and builder. Learning something of complete service on a modest scale cannot but develop a valuable background for future practice, for only from acorns can great oaks and also little ones grow.

HISTORY AND MODERN ARCHITECTURE

On Tuesday evening, October 22nd, Wirt C. Rowland gave the last in a fall series of lectures on architectural subjects at the Detroit Institute of Arts.

Speaking on the subject, History and Modern Architecture, Rowland stated that Mr. Edgar P. Richardson of the Institute's staff had very kindly offered to introduce him by fear that this would be too formal he preferred to introduce himself.

Rowland thanked Mr. Richardson for his cooperation in making this series of talks, as well as the architectural exhibition, possible at the Detroit Institute of Arts.

In beginning his talk Mr. Rowland stated that the subject matter of his paper had become an integral part of him but that he was beginning to find that the more he thought about the National Council the less he had to say about it. He then proceeded to give his audience some choice bits of philosophy on the architectural picture as only Rowland can do.

We hope, with his consent, to be able to publish his paper in full in a forthcoming issue of the Bulletin.
MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE

Within the past few months the Membership Committee has been calling on the architects, asking them to pay their dues and become active members of the society. During the course of these calls we have been asked: "What is the society doing for the Architects?" President Gambers's many articles seem to answer all these questions.

Now may we, of the Membership Committee, ask you Architects, "What are you doing for the society?" Some of you have paid your dues, some have not; some attend our meetings, and a great many do not. All of us have spent a great deal of time and thought devising ways and means to bring the public to consult the architects when they are contemplating building. Perhaps if the architects would pull together, as a unified body, we could accomplish this aim.

We can never expect to go very far when only 64 3/4% have signified their intentions of becoming a part of the society by paying their dues and only 7% (this figure would not look good in print) attend our meetings. This is your society, for everyone's benefit, so dig down for those dues—$3.00 for Society and $1.00 for Division dues, and attend the next meeting. May we have 150 members out for the next meeting? Reserve that date and let nothing prevent you from coming.

L. E. CALDWELL, Chairman, Membership Committee.

CORRECTION

An article, "California Architects Ask Ouster of Board Member," appearing in the October 15th issue of the Weekly Bulletin was credited to the Architect and Engineer (San Francisco).

Our attention has been called to the fact that this should have been Southwest Builder and Engineer.
Use This Helpful Service To Save Time and Effort

Without charge, the Detroit Edison Company will add to the architects’ plans: The type and location of lighting, convenience outlets and switching.

Your client will appreciate this service. To eliminate “extra” expenditures and revisions later, and assure him the best possible wiring layout for the money available, use this service before construction begins. (The service is offered only to Detroit Edison customers.) RAndolph 2100, Lighting Division.

THE DETROIT EDISON CO.
40-256A

ARCHITECTS’ REPORTS

AGREE, CHAS. N., Book Tower, Detroit.  
Prep. plans—one story sales and service bldg.—$1. River & Oakfield.
Taking fig. on piling let.—Kercheval & Notre Dame, closed.
BARNES, C. F. J., TY, 5-2233
Taking fig. Res.—30x40” Ford Foundation.
BENNETT & STRAIGHT, 13532 Michigan Ave.
Plans for 1000 seat Theatre, Rochester, Mich.
Ready about Mar. 1.
Skylights—1500-seat Theatre, 30 Bowling Alleys—Par Lib. Foundation, Midway Theatre Corp., owners.
Alt. to Midway Theatre, Schaeffer Rd., Dearborn.
Lighting fix.—Let to Det. Stantel & Tile Co.—Metal-Clad Modern Porcelain Co.—Seating—Ideal Seating Co.
DIEHL, GEO. F., 120 Madison
Res. Owner—Mrs. Anna M. Prohaska, Genl. con. let to Vincent Constr. Co.
Our Lady of Mt. Carmel Church—Saginaw, Mich.  
GIFFELS & VALLET, INC. & L. ROSSETTI, Assoc.—  
Eng. & Archt.
Plans for Air Craft Bldg.—Ford Motor Co. 36x8x100.
HYDE & WILLIAMS, 3105 E. Grand Blvd.
L. B. JAMESON & S. J. STACHOWIJK,  
840 Jos. Campau
Bldgs. closed Nov. 5. Hamtramck Housing Project.
Administration Bldg., Housing Community Section and Maintenance Dept., & 30 Bldgs.
KEYES, HUGH 748 Free Press Bldg.
MERTIT & COLE—1111 Collardwood
Plans, Jehovah Lutheran Church, Greenfield Road & Outer Drive.
Plans for Mt. Zion Lutheran Church, 7 Mile Road.
Plans for Res. & Medical Office, 7 Mile Rd.
WHIGHT & ROGOY—925 Fox Theatre Building
Plg.—Mel. Theatre, Melvindale, closed.
Owner taking figures, remodelling Campau Theatre. Taking fix.—Alt. 2 Stores, Wyoming & Penkell.
Re-Modeling—Miranda Bar—E. Jeff.—Owner taking fig.

KAHN TO SPEAK IN BOSTON

Albert Kahn of Detroit is scheduled to speak to the Boston Society of Architects, an Institute Chapter, on November 12th.
Mr. Kahn has become popular as a speaker because he always has something of vital interest to say. Mr. Kahn’s radio talk on the General Electric Company’s Science Forum Program has been changed from November 14th to December 17th. On that date he will speak from Schenectady at 4:00 P. M. for the short-wave audience of WGEA and WGEO, and again at 7:30 P. M. for the WGY audience. Between the two broadcasts, Mr. Kahn will be the guest of General Electric Company at an informal dinner.
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Armed Concrete Curbing
Master Builders Products
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MAdison 4950

THE ESSLINGER-MISCH CO.
General Builders
159 East Columbia Street
RAndolph 7821
DETOlf, MICHIGAN

Glanz & Killian Co.
Contractors
PLUMBING — HEATING — VENTILATING
FIRE PROTECTION SPRINKLER SYSTEMS
1761 West Forest Avenue
TEmple 1-7820

O. W. BURKE COMPANY
General Contractors
FISHER BUILDING
MAdison 0810
Detroit, Mich.

AUBURN STOKERS
Plumbing, Heating & Air Conditioning Supplies
Wholesale
NELSON COMPANY
Main Office and Display Room
2004 FOURTH AVE., PHONE RA. 4102
Branches
Royal Oak — Grosse Pointe — Ann Arbor

John H. Freeman
Architectural Hardware
Complete Service
Estimates - Sales - Specifications
ARCHITECTS BLDG. - TE. 1-6760

INCINERATORS
"All Types"
RESIDENTIAL — COMMERCIAL
Destructors for
Hospitals, Factories, Hotels, Stores, Warehouses, Institutions and Office Buildings
Detroit Incinerator Company
20216 John R.
TOwnsend 6-5436

Good Hardware for over 60 Years
T. B. RAYL'S
WHOLESALE BUILDERS' HARDWARE DEPT.
228 Congress St., W.
Retail Store, 1149 Griswold

DETROIT LUMBER CO.
"Most Modern Finish Factory in Michigan"
Special Millwork, Cabinets and Stairs
No Charge for Service or Shop Drawings
5601 W. Jefferson Ave.
Vlnewood 1-2090

F. H. MARTIN
CONSTRUCTION CO.
955 E. Jefferson Ave.
CADillac 4890
DETOlf, MICHIGAN

Lumber & Millwork Builders' Supplies
Hardware & Paint Plumbing Materials
Heating Equipment Weatherproof Windows
Brick Cement Blocks
MAKE ONE SHORT STOP AND YOU WILL LONG BE CONVINCED
of Our Complete and Efficient Service
CURRIER LUMBER CO.
17507 Van Dyke
Detroit, Mich.
Phone SLocum 1400

Attention Architects...
Call us FIRST when you have a sign problem.
We want to help you.

ZEON & NEON SIGNS
88 CUSTER — DETROlf
Detroit's Foremost Sign Organization

Specify... NON-STICK WINDOWS
The First Completely Assembled Double-Hung Window
* 2x4 JAMBS * 2x8 SILLS * ONE-PIECE ZINC SASH GUIDES * ALUMINUM-PRIMED FRAMES
* SASH WATERPROOFED
(N listed in Sweet's Catalog)
N. S. W. CO.
2137 GRATIOT
DETOlf, MICH.
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Gar Wood heating and air conditioning engineers are at your service.

Sustained Leadership
Gar Wood automatic home heating and air conditioning furnace-burner units led the nation in percentage of total sales in 42 key markets for the last four consecutive years—according to statistics published by a national trade authority. Why? Because Gar Wood Tempered-Aire units are supreme in functional design, in mechanical excellence and lowest in fuel operating costs. Ask for descriptive literature.

GAR WOOD PRODUCTS
Oil- or gas-fired automatic Tempered-Aire Winter Air Conditioning and Heating Units—Split Systems—Boiler-Burner Units—Conversion Oil Burners for Existing Boilers or Furnaces—Domestic and Commercial Water Heaters—Ventilators—Airdux System for air distribution and control.

GAR WOOD INDUSTRIES, INC.
DETROIT AIR CONDITIONING BRANCH
409 CONNECTICUT Ave.

NOW!
Guaranteed for 10 YEARS!

Silent . . . No Moving Parts . . .
Even, Low Temperatures

Needed for 10 years! A revolutionary new guarantee made possible by Servel experience with a million units over a period of thirteen years.

A tiny gas flame silently manufactures constant cold with no moving parts. Foods, kept at even low temperatures, stay fresh and sweet longer.

The Gas Refrigerator brings double economy to domestic refrigeration. Economy of longer life and freedom from service expense. Savings on food with less spoilage and shrinkage. Recommend Servel Electrolux, the Gas Refrigerator that is guaranteed for 10 years!

MICHIGAN CONSOLIDATED GAS CO.
415 CLIFFORD
CHERRY 3500

WEEKLY BULLETIN
A VACATION FROM ARCHITECTURE
BY WIRT C. ROWLAND

Does an architect ever take an actual vacation from architecture? Even on a hospital bed he may have vague dreams of things he has done wrong or illusions of beauty which he expects to find in the completion of what he started before he was stricken.

The writer started out to divest himself of all these impediments and to revel in the natural beauties and ultimate grandeur of hitherto, and to him, unexplored areas of the Great West. And laying aside all his former initiative duly exercised in Europe, he took a conducted tour and for fourteen days clung to the coat tails of a courier.

The tour started out from Chicago with 110 in the party and requisite accommodations by train on which we all lived for most of the time with only two places to get out long enough to wash our feet!

We passed through St. Louis and Kansas City. I mention this because I did not alight at these places and found by not doing so, in the short time allotted, that I missed two important objects of interest near their respective depots—at St. Louis, the new fountain by Milles— at Kansas City, the well known war memorial by Magonigle. I was comforted by the fact that, after all, I had cast such things aside.

Crossing Kansas the next day was one of my major thrills. It was the first time I had been West. Following the Santa Fe Trail, I became conscious of the fact that it was indeed the same route that my father had taken in 1850 on foot and horseback from Chicago to San Francisco, the year after the “Gold Rush” (and that much late for any gold!)!

The arid lands stretching on and on with dreary poplar trees following river—or river beds—were just as he described them and where once he lost his way and had no food for three days.

Often I have regretted that I did not commit to paper what he told me from time to time of that trip which I never would have the intestinal fortitude to take in the same way. And—there I was, with almost every human comfort, except a sizeable dressing room—eating on a dining car and sleeping like a stone in an upper berth! In spite of the modernity, I presume his way had its compensations as well as its difficulties—one could see all the beauties as well as the terrors of nature.

Colorado Springs was our first scheduled stop and my first view of real mountains I had longed to see. And spread before us in panoramic splendor were Cheyenne Mountain and Pikes Peak, the latter so famous by the sign on covered wagons in the early days of “Pikes Peak or bust” and on the return East, “Busted by!”

We were scheduled to go by bus through the Garden of the Gods and to the top of Cheyenne Mountain. The former was interesting but not as extensive as I expected to see it. After going up and up and making several hair-raising hairpin turns, we arrived at the Will Rogers Memorial. That was enough for me and I preferred going no further to the top of the mountain although the bus driver comfortably assured me that...
A Complete Line of Rock Wool Insulation Products Manufactured in Detroit
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S U L A T I O
D U S T R I E S
C O R P O R A T E D
Consult us when you have insulation problems
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Long Experience — Adequate Facilities
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Blue Printing & Photostat Reproductions

O & O Blue Print & Supply Co.
CADILLAC 0005-0011 77 Sibley

FOX THEATRE
Beginning Friday, November 8 1940
Tyrone Power—Linda Darnell
in "THE MARK OF ZORRO"
with Basil Rathbone, Gale Sondergaard, Eugene
Pallette, Montagu Love, Robert Lowery and
Chris-Pin Martin.—Also another outstanding
feature picture with Fox Movietone and se­
lected short subjects.

MURRAY W. SALES & CO.
DETROIT’S FINEST
PLUMBING and HEATING
DISPLAY ROOMS
AT YOUR SERVICE

MADISON 4200
801 W. BALTIMORE AT THIRD

Frederic B. Stevens, Inc.
FACE BRICK, ENAMELED BRICK, GLAZED
BRICK AND TILE, ROOFING AND
FLOOR TILE
Representatives for ANTI-HYDRO—For Hardening and
Waterproofing Concrete
THIRD AND LARNED STREETS
RANDOLPH 5990
DETROIT, MICH.

IRON - BOND METHOD
HEINEMAN & LOVETT CO.
Waterproofing Contractors
Basements, Tunnels, Pits, Tanks, etc
HI-TEX Methods
Waterproofing & Restoration of exterior masonry
DRYNODOR DEHUMIDIFIERS
5327 TIREMAN AVE. DETROIT TY. 6-1226

Punch & Judy Theatre
Kercheval at Fisher Road
NI. 3898
WED. - THURS. November 13 and 14
Brian Aherne—Rita Hayworth
"LADY IN QUESTION"
FRI. - SAT. November 15 and 16
Tyrone Power—Linda Darnell
"BRIGHAM YOUNG—FRONTIERSMAN"
SAT. 11 P. M.
George Sanders
"SAINT’S DOUBLE TROUBLE"
SUN. - MON. - TUES. November 17, 18 and 19
Ronald Colman—Ginger Rogers
"LUCKY PARTNERS"
also Walt Disney’s latest riot

Turner-Brooks, Inc.
FLOOR COVERING CONTRACTORS
All Types Floor, Wall and Ceilings

9910-20 Dexter Blvd.
Detroit, Michigan
TO. 8-2470

CHRYSLER

Your clients deserve a trouble free, modern
heating plant. Airtcmp, America’s most
beautiful air conditioning, packs all the value
of famous Chrysler engineering genius. A
full line of gas or oil burning gravity, forced
air or boilers. Truly the outstanding achieve­
ment in the heating field. Prices have been
reduced drastically in the past year.

Priced With The Lowest!
Featured by Currier Lumber Co.

Displayed at: 17505 Van Dyke . . . . . 8951 Schaeffer Road . . . . . Call Slocum 1400
LORCH MADE PRESIDENT
DETROIT CHAPTER, A.I.A.

Professor Emil Lorch of Ann Arbor was named president of the Detroit Chapter, The American Institute of Architects at its 50th Annual Meeting on October 24th.

Robert B. Frantz of Saginaw was elected vice-president, while Detroit men chosen to serve for 1940-41 were: Malcolm R. Stirton, secretary; Leo I. Perry, treasurer; and William E. Kapp, director. Arthur K. Hyde, as retiring president, and Talmage C. Hughes, as the president's appointee to the office of executive secretary, remain on the board.

Professor Lorch, a fellow of the Institute, has been closely identified with state and national architectural activities for many years. He was the first director of the University Architectural College and a member of the faculty for thirty-four years. On June 21st last his retirement from the field of active teaching was automatic under the University's seventy-year age limit.

His active participation in the affairs of the Architectural Registration Boards and the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture has been most influential for the good of those organizations.

He drew the first general plan for the University campus in 1907, and aided by some of his colleagues, made plans for the Architectural Building. He was architect for and member of the Belle Isle Bridge Commission, the basic design of the bridge being made by Professor Lorch and Professor Lewis M. Gram.

Professor Lorch is the author of "Tendencies of Building Design" and "Architectural Education in the United States."

Taking his undergraduate study in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Professor Lorch studied in Paris and in the Department of Architecture of Harvard University, where he also carried graduate work, receiving his Master of Arts degree in 1903.

He served on faculties of the Detroit Museum of Art School, Harvard University, and Drexel Institute, and was general assistant to the director of the Art Institute of Chicago, and secretary of the Chicago School of Architecture, Art Institute, and Armour Institute.

ILLINOIS ARCHITECTS FACING SUSPENSION

Charges that architects unlicensed in Illinois have used seals of Illinois-licensed architects and structural engineers to evade state law requirements were to be aired in a series of hearings beginning Oct. 30 at the Department of Registration and Education.

Investigators for the department have reported that some out-of-state architects and structural engineers, who were not licensed in this state, had drawn their own plans on jobs for which they were bidding in Illinois.

Such plans, the investigators said, were sealed by licensed Illinois architects in violation of state law. Should the hearings prove charges against the Illinois architects allegedly involved in the schemes, department officials said, their licenses would be revoked.

MRS. C. T. OLMSTED

Mrs. Charles T. Olmsted, whose husband is an engineering professor and assistant dean of students at the University of Michigan, and secretary of the State Board of Registration for Architects, died suddenly Oct. 31 at her home in Barton Hills, Ann Arbor. She was 43 years old. She was a daughter of Gen. John M. Bacon, and a member of a widely-known military family. She leaves her husband, two sons, a sister and two brothers.

NOTICE OF MEETING

Michigan Society of Architects and its Detroit Division

Intercollegiate Alumni Club

TUESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 19
DINNER AT 6:30 P.M., $1.30

This meeting is for the purpose of discussing a matter of vital importance to all architects registered in Michigan, that of a plan of action with regard to violations of the State Registration Act for Architects.

The Committee on Practice headed by Leo M. Bauer will have something of interest to report and upon decision of the membership will rest the future course. It is, therefore, urgent that a representative attendance be had.

ARCHITECTURE

Already recognized as an outstanding example of modern industrial architecture, the steel rolling mill at the Rouge Plant last week was again emphasized as architecturally eminent in its field. At the exhibition of architecture arranged by the Detroit chapter of the American Institute of Architects and the Detroit Division of the Allied Arts Committee of the Michigan Society of Architects, now in progress at the motor capital's Institute of Arts, Albert Kahn was awarded honorable mention by the judges for the Ford steel mill design.

Other structures in the 1,200-acre Rouge Plant have been singled out as outstanding architecturally, particularly the new Rubber Plant. From an artistic standpoint, the entire Rouge plant skyline is generally recognized by American artists as being one of the most unique of its sort in the world. The big plant's buildings, singly and collectively, have been the subjects of many notable canvases.—Dearborn Press.

E. W. MISHAW

Funeral services for Egbert W. Mishaw, Detroit architectural draftsman, were held on Wednesday afternoon, November 6, from the George P. Warrick Funeral Home, 1039 E. Grand Boulevard, with the Reverend Gregg of Unity Church, officiating. Interment was in Evergreen Cemetery.

Pallbearers were Frederick Crowther, Branson V. Gamber, Arthur R. Cook, Frank H. Wright, E. B. Fauquier, and Talmage C. Hughes.

Mr. Mishaw died suddenly of a heart attack Saturday, November 2nd., at Norfolk, Virginia, where he was employed by Giffels & Vallet, Detroit architect and engineers, for the Norfolk Naval Base.

He was born in 1881 at Toronto, Ontario, and received his early education and experience in Canada. He came to Detroit in 1920, where he had been employed by the leading architectural firms.

He leaves his wife, Maude, and a stepdaughter, Mrs. Thelma Gordon of 1745 Seward Avenue.

OSCAR C. GOTTESLEBEN

Oscar C. Gottesleben, architect, died Oct. 26 following a fall in his apartment at 4741 Second Avenue. Mr. Gottesleben came here from New York in 1907 to enter the employ of Albert Kahn. In 1911 he organized the architectural firm of Gottesleben-Bernardi and was active in that organization until his retirement in 1927.

His wife, Elizabeth; a son, Henry A.; a daughter, Mrs. H. H. Hower, and two sisters, Rose and Hilda Gottesleben, of Minneapolis, Minn., survive.
it was only a few thousand feet higher! I remained on that landing, completely terrified—almost afraid to look out—and waited for the earth to crumble underneath me. Waiting there an hour for the return of the bus, I was compelled to listen to the chimes of the Memorial Tower winging forth “Home on the Range” and another paltry tune, both in continual cry, until I wished I had gone to the top of the mountain where I would have evaporated into thin air.

We were brought back to the Broadmoor Hotel for dinner and from its terrace and across a wide pool, we could view the whole range of mountains in a much more comfortable manner and discourse on the sunset and the grandeur with soothing drinks.

Santa Fe, our next stop, remains in certain ways the most agreeable to me of any place of the entire trip. They say that is is still unique among the Southwestern towns. To me, it gave a predominantly peaceful impression, alien even to the Old World. Being itself of an average altitude of some 5000 feet, all the terrors of height were in the distant mountains and the air itself filled one and effervesced like an aerial champagne.

We visited a neighboring Indian Pueblo, a comparatively small village, populated by Indians of the Roman Catholic faith. This village bore the air of having been swept and garnished for our visit and an Indian dance was immediately given in the court for our benefit by strangely equipped natives, the exposed part of whose bodies were stained by bright colors. In the foreground, stood two chiefs beating tom-toms with a detached air while the performers went through strange gyrations associated with some tribal dance.

I was told that Santa Fe is the locale of Willa Cather's beautiful story “Death Comes to the Archbishop.” Beside a cathedral, the town contains the oldest church in America which has been latterly repaired, but the interior has the same curious atmosphere which pervades all Santa Fe.

The finest building we visited was the Hopi Indian Museum of comparatively recent date. It contains much of the ancient craft of that tribe, incidentally, some very beautiful rugs and pottery the tradition of which is not so well carried on at the present time. And if I be permitted to mention it, I had ideas of showing the people of that vicinity how to do their pole and mud buildings more effectively.

Albuquerque was virtually a shopping and supper stop and we pressed on to the Grand Canyon the next day. There again I experienced the terrors of great height looking down into the Canyon from the rim. Nature is a better builder and more beautiful, for the interior of the Canyon is filled on both sides with the most marvelous building shapes which stretch out to the bed of the Colorado River.

The color of the walls is less vivid than often pictured but is always soft and subtle and, upon a hazy day with rolls of clouds hovering near the brink, alternating with sunshine and shadow, one is transfixed as of a view of some fabulous and endless city peopled by a legendary race.

Los Angeles and Catalina Island—names I had long conjured with! Passing through Pasadena and by the beautiful panorama of the Sierra Madre Mountains, one arrives in as strange and exotic a depot as one could find and is ruthlessly torn away by bus to the hotel, never to behold again the court where palm trees almost consort with locomotives (each of the latter carrying a huge corsage bouquet!)

Los Angeles, sprang up fresh from the arms of Jove (or Croesus). The movie industry is an industry but its evidence as such aided by a climate ordained by Providence is entirely in contrast with the automotive industry. As I have said and continually do think, that there—a bare living and a bag of peanuts “is Paradise enough”!

Here—I had despised the place as over advertised. I had cursed the movie stars as superficial—and promiscuous humanity. But who could be unpromiscuous for any length of time in such an atmosphere? Where grows any and every kind of fruit and flower so freely—where one may lie unfrozen under the unbragious shade of palm or eucalyptus and tickle his nose with a rose.

One is duly chastened, however, in trying to reach Los Angeles harbor by interurban trains. These trains preserve all the traditional discomforts of those we once had in this State. And to go to the harbor thus through the thirty mile stretch of oil fields and derricks which Los Angeles had to buy to call itself a port, is a sufficient discipline to finally and joyfully behold in all its pristine glory—Santa Catalina—the Pacific blue as the Mediterranean—the island shooting up out of it like Capri—and where “the flying fishes play.”

To myself, I could hardly associate this place with America. It seemed as if I must be in Italy. Of course, as a resort it provides all those things required by the public, but as well affords some pretty robust sport called boar-hunting. I was satisfied in the short time we were allowed there the more comfortable pleasure of sitting on a terrace in the sun and wishing I may never be torn from the place. I may say that my favorite drink is now orangeade, if only it could be made from the fresh oranges of Los Angeles—(maybe “needled” a bit at times).

San Francisco seemed full of possibilities to me. In the press of schedule many of them did not develop. A trip by boat around the harbor in the morning disclosed the environs of great extent, two great bridges and also that small island, Alcatraz. I visioned a possible homecoming and calculated whether I could make landing from it by swimming, like the Count of Monte Cristo, from that similar situation near Marseilles called “Chateau D'If”!

An afternoon in the Fair and part of the evening to see the lighting was enough to resist the question which
would undoubtedly be put to me by the "fair"-minded. This much I can say—that it was simple in plan, not offensive—but after all like all fairs—full of wonders in which I was not at all interested.

The most impressive buildings I regarded to be the Federal Pavillions with their outdoor murals done in brilliant colored linoleum with a red peristyle and columns of wood members very cleverly assembled, a very original use for temporary structures such as for a fair.

To me, the most impressive was the gorgeous massing of flowers, that element which is more indigenous and natural to the West coast than any derivation of Spanish or any other type of architecture, ancient or modern.

The city of San Francisco built, as it is on many hills (and providing as many alarming grades of streets) appears very much to me like Naples, with no front yards. A ride by bus revealed astonishing heights much to my discomfort. But my solace was the garden of an old Spanish church filled with brilliantly colored flowers.

The same ride revealed remarkable parks and many fine buildings in them such as museums, aquariums, etc., given by wealthy citizens and worthy to be compared with Rome or Paris.

By the foregoing, the half has not been told. For a trip on a Sunday morning across the bay and up over a mountain revealed that remarkable national monument, the Muir Forest. There is no impression from the mountain top of any grandeur, for the forest is buried in a huge and narrow crevice and the tops of the trees might as well be underbrush.

We speak of cathedral groves. But when, among these venerable trees, we strive to see the sky, our sight must reach beyond 300 feet and the sunshine may sift dimly to our feet on such an accumulated carpet that, in its great age would rival the most ancient rug of Bagdad.

Much has been published concerning the size of these trees but the most impressive facts displayed to me were shown on the section of a trunk where for each ring of growth, the date was designated from the smallest size, 960 A.D., through great events like 1021, Battle of Hastings, 1492, Discovery of America, etc. Like many, it is hard for me to realize, in my childish simplicity, that such things could exist before my grandfather who planted maples on our street at home.

May I say that on this occasion of our visit to this remarkable natural remnant of growing things, for once the lighter minded of our group were silenced into awe. I can well vision that ancient sun worshippers waited in such a place for the first ray of sun that should rest on their kneeling figures. For that is the first impulse on entering what is really a sacred grove—to kneel and to worship in that which God—in the beginning created!

A friend told me that the finest mountain scenery would be seen between San Francisco and Portland. So far such was the case. The mountains, however, were veiled at the top in clouds and the rain was also falling. I cannot say that they looked less impressive nor less beautiful. They attained a softness of outline and a distance of background much as in European haze.

In Portland it was dark and rainy—Portland the city of roses—yet about the only roses I saw were painted on the china at dinner time and we were denied a marvelous Columbia River drive. This rainy weather was the only exception to clear and satisfactory weather on the entire trip.

Seattle is one of those impossible places which everyone with whom I have spoken agrees that it has no disadvantages—in fact—all is perfect there—next to heaven! I began to think so when I misunderstood a salesman who said they have no sales tax!

They have bays, lakes, mountains and not a shabby house in the city. The bus driver told us the dogwood trees blossom four times a year and roses the year round. Like all of these coastal towns, their parks are hardly discernible from the grounds bordering on them. The University site is at the top of the city and I think of how inspiring and what a privilege to the student who can look out on the bays and lakes from his class room.

Only a short stay in Vancouver enabled us to see its very rich park, its newest hotel, the most modern and elegant of any I know. This city was the introduction however, to our way back, and the most impressive of any mountain scenery one may behold on this continent.

It is impossible to express deepest human emotions. Sometimes music will express that which we cannot in words. In contemplation of the grandeur of Western scenery through pictures, I had often wondered whether my emotion could endure that grandeur. (I wept copiously when going over the Alps.) There were many of our company I believe who did not fully appreciate that which they saw, and their attitude took the full bloom of my own appreciation away.
That word of humor of an elderly man was very timely when he said, as we could see our locomotive toiling around a curve and aiming for a tunnel, “I’m ready to jump off if the engine doesn’t make that hole!”

So, the continuous procession of towering peaks and glaciers, a moonlit night and a clear day left one spell-ready to jump off if the engine doesn’t make that hole!”

timely when he said, as we could .see our locomotive

Also, one might better take a day just looking at one range, for like the ocean, it would appear always to change yet always to remain. I have a hearty respect for the rancher who rides on a horse in those regions —not that he makes a name for himself in life but that every day he lives and breathes among the most remarkable objects which God has created.

I met a pony guide who said the season was over and that he would return to the ranch. I could have “signed off” from everything to let the world go by and join him—to ride a horse and be in the continual presence of those evidences of immortality—the mountains, sky and stars.

To approach a mere expression of Lake Louise is not possible. Poetry might do it and transcendently beautiful music. There—sheer beauty and grandeur are joined into one odalisque, as it were, of the Sultan—the highest mountain. And between her dark garments of pines parted at the apex of the lake, gleamed as it were, on her bosom, like a huge necklace of jewels—the Victoria Glacier.

There are gardens of brilliant flowers on the shore of this whitish lake,—there is a hotel chateau at one side and a swimming pool for bathers. But—the cynosure of all eyes is at the further end where black mountains descend in dark profile and the glacier gleams in a hazy sunshine. One almost loses his breath and on leaving, backs away, loath to depart—to print indelibly on his sight, one of the greatest and most beautiful combinations of scenery on this earth.

The air is still and scarcely is there a ripple on those milky waters from the melting of that ancient glacier,—waters melting which were frozen before the birth of Christ, and standing in supreme beauty for ages and during so many—reflecting its quiet and majestic beauty in the lake as though to vie with its own image—a Sultana looking in her mirror but proud that the surface could not quite reveal her own pristine brilliance.

How hardly could I visit this spot alone. Almost would I be impelled to plunge in and give up my last breath with my eyes fixed upon this ancient jewel. Perhaps some lone and ancient Indian rider had broken upon its view and raised his arms in silent reverence to the “Great Spirit”? So should we do. Because natural beauty is the music of God—celestial voices fill our ears as we gaze upon His wonders,—the dull affairs of earth fall away and we stand in His presence, caught up in spirit at such a sight—a veritable vestibule of Heaven.

MEMBERSHIP

If you are an architect registered in Michigan won’t you support your organization by paying $3.00 dues to March 1, 1941? Let’s consolidate our gains made last year.

FIRST FALL INFORMAL DINNER MEETING

Producers’ Council Club of Michigan
Detroit-Leland Hotel, Wednesday, Nov. 13
Dinner promptly at 6:00 P. M.

Sponsored Jointly by
INTERNATIONAL NICKEL CO.
WHITEHEAD WORK SAVING KITCHENS CO.

Architects are invited as guests of the Producers Council Club and the sponsors.

A most interesting and informative program will be presented.

Please make reservations with the Club secretary, Mr. E. D. Ainslee, Jr., c/o Armstrong Cork Co., Cherry 5670.

HUBERT AND GJELSTEEN IS NEW NAME OF FIRM

Announcement has been made of the forming of a partnership for the practice of architecture by Derrick Hubert and Harry W. Gjelsteen, of Menominee, Mich. Mr. Hubert has practiced architecture throughout northern Michigan and northern Wisconsin for more than 40 years, and has been a leader in this profession in this area for many years.

Mr. Hubert served for several years as a member of the Michigan State Board of Examiners for Architects, Professional Engineers, and Land Surveyors, and is at present a member of the legislative committee of the Michigan Society of Architects.

Mr. Gjelsteen entered the employ of Mr. Hubert in 1925, graduated from the University of Michigan in 1931 and was for three years area engineer of WPA for Menominee and Dickinson counties.

Mr. Gjelsteen is a member of the Michigan Society of Architects and is on the committee of Public Information, and is secretary to the upper peninsula chapter of the Michigan Society of Architects.

IN CIN ERAT O R S
"All Types" RESIDENTIAL—COMMERCIAL

Destructors for Hospitals, Factories, Hotels, Stores, Warehouses, Institutions and Office Buildings

Detroit Incinerator Company
20216 John R.
T'ownsend 6-5436

F. H. MARTIN CONSTRUCTION CO.
955 E. Jefferson Ave. Cadillac 4890
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

MEMBERSHIP

If you are an architect registered in Michigan won’t you support your organization by paying $3.00 dues to March 1, 1941? Let’s consolidate our gains made last year.

Classified Building Industry

LUMBER DEALERS
DETROIT LUMBER CO. — 5691 W. Jefferson Ave., Vinewood 1-2969
WA L L I C H LUMBER CO. — 3741 St. Aubin Ave., Temple 2-6660.

BRAUN LUMBER CORP., TO. 8-0320
Yps. — Jeff. Ave. and in Pontiac.

ESTRICK LUMBER CO.—1800 W. Grand Blvd., Lafayette 0600

F. M. SIBLEY LUMBER CO.—6440

Kernheyal Ave. Fitzroy 3108

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
GEORGE W. AUCH CO. — 3848 Mt. Elliott, Plaza 1180

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

WEEKLY BULLETIN
Mary Chase Stratton of Pewabic Pottery, 10125 E. Jefferson Avenue, Detroit, has a collection of architectural magazines which she would be glad to dispose of, in whole or part. They are as follows:

**ARCHITECTURAL RECORD**

1891—July to September
1896—July
1897—All issues except July
1898—All issues except July
1899—All issues except July
1900—All missing
1901—All except July
1902—All issues except July
1903—All issues except July
1904—All issues except July
1905—All issues except July
1906—All issues except July
1907—All issues except July
1908—All issues except July
1909—All issues except July
1910—All issues except July
1911—All issues except July
1912—All issues except July
1913—All issues except July
1914—All issues except July
1915—All issues except July
1916—All issues except July
1917—All issues except July
1918—All issues except July
1919—All issues except July
1920—All issues except July
1921—All issues except July
1922—All issues except July
1923—All issues except July
1924—All issues except July

**THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT**

1892—Complete except March
1893—Complete except March
1894—Complete except March
1895—Complete except March
1896—Complete except March
1897—Complete except March
1898—Complete except March
1899—Complete except March
1900—Complete except March
1901—Complete except March
1902—Complete except March
1903—Complete except March
1904—Complete except March
1905—Complete except March
1906—Complete except March
1907—Complete except March
1908—Complete except March
1909—Complete except March
1910—Complete except March
1911—Complete except March
1912—Complete except March
1913—Complete except March
1914—Complete except March
1915—Complete except March
1916—Complete except March
1917—Complete except March
1918—Complete except March
1919—Complete except March
1920—Complete except March
1921—Complete except March
1922—Complete except March
1923—Complete except March
1924—Complete except March

**THE JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS**

1916—Complete
1917—Complete
1918—Complete
1919—Complete
1920—Complete
1921—Complete
1922—Complete
1923—Complete
1924—Complete

**ENGINEERING AND CHEMISTRY**

1887—Complete
1888—Complete
1889—Complete
1890—Complete
1891—Complete
1892—Complete
1893—Complete
1894—Complete
1895—Complete
1896—Complete
1897—Complete
1898—Complete
1899—Complete
1900—Complete
1901—Complete
1902—Complete
1903—Complete
1904—Complete
1905—Complete
1906—Complete
1907—Complete
1908—Complete
1909—Complete
1910—Complete
1911—Complete
1912—Complete
1913—Complete
1914—Complete
1915—Complete
1916—Complete
1917—Complete
1918—Complete
1919—Complete
1920—Complete

**INTERNATIONAL STUDIO (Published in 1897)**

1897—Published in 1897
1898—Published in 1897
1899—Published in 1897
1900—Published in 1897
1901—Published in 1897
1902—Published in 1897
1903—Published in 1897
1904—Published in 1897
1905—Published in 1897
1906—Published in 1897
1907—Published in 1897
1908—Published in 1897
1909—Published in 1897
1910—Published in 1897
1911—Published in 1897
1912—Published in 1897
1913—Published in 1897
1914—Published in 1897
1915—Published in 1897
1916—Published in 1897
1917—Published in 1897
1918—Published in 1897
1919—Published in 1897
1920—Published in 1897
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**DAY AND EVENING COURSES**

Detroit Institute of Technology

Enrollment for Fall Term September 9th
New Term Begins September 23rd, 1940
363 Downtown Y. M. C. A. Building

NOVEMBER 12, 1940
Lady stenographer, secretary, with some experience at bookkeeping desires position in Detroit. Six years, Missouri State Highway Department. Specifications on large architectural and engineering projects. Good references, salary reasonable. Apply to the Bulletin.

ECHELIEIER'S SUPPLY CO.
Linoleum Contractors
SPECIALIZING IN WALLS, SINKS AND PERSONALIZED FLOORS
13151 Harper Avenue Plinee 7500

VIKING SPRINKLER CO.
Fire Protection Engineers and Contractors
Automatic Sprinkler Systems
Also a Complete Line of Pre-Action Devices
1125 E. Milwaukee Ave. MA. 4230 DETROIT

LUMINALL
• A single coat of white LUMINALL covers the blackest black; it is practically odorless; dries in 40 minutes; it greatly improves lighting because it reflects and thoroughly diffuses more than 90% of all light.

LUMINALL colors are truer and more beautiful because the casein binder does not distort or obscure the pigment.

Architects specify LUMINALL. Industry uses it widely. It’s the most popular paint for homes. Widely advertised in Saturday Evening Post and other leading magazines.

NATIONAL CHEMICAL & MFG. CO.
Michigan Representative
EDWARD A. ASH, 6535 3rd
Detroit, Mich. Phone MA. 2123

ARCHITECTS’ REPORTS

AGREE, CHAS. N., Book Tower, Detroit.
Tren. plans—one story store and service bldg.—
Gd. River & Oakfield.

BARNES, C. F. J. TY. 5-3233
Taking fig. Rev.—30x40 Ford Foundation.

BERHOLDEN, MARCUS R., 415 Brainard
Gen. Con. let to Whitmore & Barnes job to Banbrook & Gowen.

BENNNETT & STRAIGHT, 13530 Michigan Ave.
Plans for 1000 seat Theatre, Rochester, Mich.
Ready about Mar. 1.

GIFLELS & VALLET, INC., & L. ROSSETTI, Assoc.—
Eng. & Archt.
Plans for Air Craft Bldg.—Ford Motor Co. 360x1000.

HYDE & WILLIAMS, 3105 E. Grand Blvd.

L. B. JAMESON & S. J. STACHOWIAK,
8530 Jos. Campau
Ft. closed Nov. 7, Hamtramck Housing Project.
Administration Bldg., Housing Community Section
and Maintenance Dept., & 30 Bldgs.

KEYES, HUGH 748 Free Press Bldg.

MERRITT & COLE—1111 Collingwood
Prep. plans—Add. Westminster Presbyterian Church,
Lansing, Mich.

Planning Jehovah Lutheran Church, Greenfield Road
& Outer Drive.
Plans for Mt. Zion Lutheran Church, 7 Mile Road.

Prep. plans for Res. & Medical Office, 7 Mile Rd.

#7, ROBERT J., 512 United Artists Bldg., Detroit.
Plans ready November 15th for residence 80x80'

WRIGHT & ROGOW—329 Fox Theatre Building,

Turn to G-E engineers for assistance on heating, cooling or air conditioning problems.

Telephone or write General Electric, 700 Autumn St. Detroit, Mich. (C'linity 2-2000) (Or see Weet's Catalogue).

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Automatic Heating, Cooling, Air Conditioning & Commercial Refrigeration

FOR WARM AIR HEAT

G-E WINTER AIR CONDITIONER

One of the most popular of all G-E units. Compact in size—highly efficient in operation. Heats, humidifies, filters and circulates warm air.

Turn to G-E engineers for assistance on heating, cooling or air conditioning problems. Telephone or write General Electric, 700 Autumn St., Detroit, Mich. (C'linity 2-2000) (Or see Weet's Catalogue).
H. H. Dickinson Company
COMPLETE BUILDERS SUPPLIES
Armored Concrete Curbing
Master Builders Products
5785 Hamilton Avenue
MAdison 4950

CINDER BLOCK INC.
9303 Hubbell Avenue
Bet. Chicago & Joy
HOgarth 1140

ARTHUR S. HESSE HUGO C. HESSE
ROOFING & SHEET METAL CONTRACTORS
SLATE - TILE - COPPER COMPOSITION - ROOFING
"Work Done Anywhere in Michigan"
Detroit Cornice & Slate Co.
Since 1888
733-39 St. Antoine St.
RAndolph 6450

Glanz & Killian Co.
Contractors
PLUMBING - HEATING - VENTILATING
FIRE PROTECTION SPRINKLER SYSTEMS
1761 West Forest Avenue
TEmple 1-7820

O. W. BURKE COMPANY
General Contractors
FISHER BUILDING
MAdison 0810
Detroit, Mich.

John H. Freeman
Architectural Hardware
Complete Service
Estimates - Sales - Specifications
ARCHITECTS BLDG. - TE. 1-6760

ELECTROVENT VENTILATOR
Kitchens, Rec. rooms, etc.
Beautiful chrome finish
Quality at low price.
ELECTROVENT CORP.
Detroit - Ph. ORegon 4241

Good Hardware for over 60 Years
T. B. RAYL'S
WHOLESALE BUILDERS' HARDWARE DEPT.
228 Congress St., W.
Retail Store, 1149 Griswold

DETROIT LUMBER CO.
"Most Modern Finish Factory in Michigan"
Special Millwork, Cabinets and Stairs
No Charge for Service or Shop Drawings
5001 W. Jefferson Ave.
VInewood 1-2090

THE TOLEDO PLATE & WINDOW GLASS CO.
Glass Jobbers & Glazing Contractors
Distributors of
WEAVER-WALL Asphalt Shingles
and
ASBESTOS LTD. Asbestos Siding
Warehouses:
Detroit - Grand Rapids - Cleveland - Toledo

Attention Architects . . .
Call us FIRST when you have a sign problem.
We want to help you.

ZEON & NEON SIGNS
88 CUSTER -- DETROIT
Detroit's Foremost Sign Organization

Specify . . . NON-STICK WINDOWS
The First Completely Assembled Double-Hung Window
* 2x4 JAMBS * 2x8 SILLS * ONE-PIECE ZINC SASH GUIDES * ALUMINUM-PRIMED FRAMES
* SASH WATERPROOFED
(Listed in Sweets Catalog)
N. S. W. CO.
2137 GRATIOT
DETROIT, MICH.
MICHIGAN SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS

PLANNED ECONOMY' at its best in the new 1940 low-priced G. E. KITCHEN

For Ease of Installation
For Simplicity of Detail
For Appealing Design
For Planners!

GENERAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY CORP.
Kitchen Planning Dept.

680 Antoinette St.

MA. 9400

See...

We Invite You to See It at
TO THE INDUSTRIAL AND BUSINESS LEADERS OF MICHIGAN

Editor's Note: This Special Issue of the Weekly Bulletin of the Michigan Society of Architects is one of several which are to be issued in the interest of the building public and the profession. The leading articles will be written by the president of the Society, and the text matter has been particularly selected for these special numbers. The sections of the state law applicable to this situation are also included in these issues. Illustrations in this issue by architects, members of the Michigan Society of Architects

Your Business and the Architect

When a person is afflicted with a serious illness he consults a physician, and not a druggist. The doctor studies the condition of the patient, diagnoses the symptoms and prescribes the remedy. The druggist then compounds the medicine from the doctor's prescription. These facts are so generally understood and accepted that the laws in many states define the practices of the physicians and the pharmacists, and those laws require that the medical profession and not the druggist shall prescribe the remedies in cases of illness.

In undertaking the serious business of building the intelligent business man will seek the professional advice and service of the architect, unless he is persuaded by high-pressure sales argument and pretty, stock sketches to consider building organizations which make their own plans. This owner is about to enter into a transaction involving a considerable sum of money; often it is the greatest financial investment of his entire career.

The architect, like the doctor, has the professional training and experience which qualifies him to serve best the needs of his clients. He will study building sites, the requirements of the owner, the operation of the industry or the business from all viewpoints. He will then select the proper site, prepare the most suitable layout, design the sanitary, electrical and mechanical equipment, specify the materials best adapted to use and maintenance, design the exterior attractively and economically prepare estimates of cost, assist in arranging the financing when necessary, and finally he supervises the construction.

The architect, as the owner's agent, must have no financial interest in the building, or the materials or equipment which enter into it. His services, to be of value, must be entirely impartial and unbiased by personal financial considerations. His supervision of the work must be such as to require that the owner will receive what he pays for, without substitutions.

See ARCHITECT—Page 3

EXCERPTS FROM ACT 240, PUBLIC ACTS OF 1937

SECTION 2, Par. 2. The practice of architecture with the meaning and intent of this act includes any professional services such as consultation, investigation, evaluation, planning, design, or responsible supervision of construction, alteration, repair, or operation in connection with any public or private structures, buildings, equipment, works or projects wherein the public welfare or the safeguarding of life, health or property is concerned or involved, where such professional service requires the application of the principles of architecture or architectural design, and where the consultant charges for knowledge and skill and has no prejudicial interest in the project, either as owner or contractor or producer or seller of material, except as hereinafter defined.

SECTION 17. An architectural * * * firm, or a co-partnership, or a corporation, or a joint stock association may engage in the practice of architecture * * * in this state: Provided, That all partners, officers, and directors of such organizations shall be registered architects * * *.
A Complete Line of Rock Wool Insulation Products Manufactured in Detroit

S U L A T I O N  D U S T R I E S
INDUSTRIES
CORPORATED
Consult us when you have insulation problems
SPECIFICATIONS MAILED ON REQUEST

Long Experience — Adequate Facilities
Clean Cut Business Procedure
Blue Printing & Photostat Reproductions

O & O Blue Print & Supply Co.
CADILLAC 0005-0011
77 Sibley

FOX THEATRE
Beginning Friday, Nov. 15th
IN PERSON
Louella Parsons, Hinnie Barnes, Brenda Joyce,
Julie Preissner, Robert Cummings, Bill Orr,
Susan, Mike Frankovich
SCREEN ATTRACTION
Jack Oakie—Charlotte Greenwood—
Shirley Temple
in
"YOUNG PEOPLE"

MURRAY W. SALES & CO.
DETROIT'S FINEST
PLUMBING and HEATING
DISPLAY ROOMS
AT YOUR SERVICE
MADISON 4200
801 W. BALTIMORE AT THIRD

Frederic B. Stevens, Inc.
FACE BRICK, ENAMELED BRICK, GLAZED
BRICK AND TILE, ROOFING AND
FLOOR TILE
Representatives for
ANTI-HYDRO—For Hardening and
Waterproofing Concrete
THIRD AND LARCHMONT STREETS
RANDOLPH 5990 DETROIT, MICH.

IRON - BOND METHOD
HEINEMAN & LOVETT CO.
Waterproofing Contractors
Basements, Tunnels, Pits, Tanks, etc
HI-TEX Methods
Waterproofing & Restoration of exterior masonry
DRYNODOR DEHUMIDIFIERS
5327 TIRMAN AVE. DETROIT TY. 8-1298

Punch & Judy Theatre
Kercheval at Fisher Road
NL 3898
WED., THURS. NOV. 20 and 21
The Ritz Brothers in
"ARGENTINE NIGHT"
FRI., SAT. NOV. 22 and 23
John Barrymore—Mary Beth Hughes in
"THE GREAT PROFITE"
SAT. H. P. M.
Spencer Tracy in
"A MAN'S CASTLE"
SUN., THR, THUR. NOV. 24—28
Clarette Colbert—Clark Gable—Hedy
Lamarr—Spencer Tracy in
"BOOM TOWN"!

Turner-Brooks, Inc.
FLOOR COVERING CONTRACTORS
All Types Floor, Wall and Ceilings
ASPHALT TILE
LINOLEUM
RUBBER TILE
CORK TILE
CARPETS
RUGS
WINDOW SHADES
VENETIAN BLINDS
ACOUSTICAL MATERIALS
9910-20 DEXTER BLVD.
DETROIT, MICH.
TO. 8-2470

See . . .
Whitehead Work Saving Kitchens
4461 Woodward Avenue
W. D. GLARDON, Distributor
Convention Hall Bldg.

For Better Designed KITCHENS in either the DeLuxe or Budget Type, featuring
WHITEHEAD STEEL KITCHEN CABINETS
EXCEL METALCRAFT CABINETS
EXCEL MEDICINE CABINETS
WOOD CABINETS
MONEL METAL SINKS and WORK SURFACES
LINOLEUM SINKS and WORK SURFACES
APPLIANCES — ELECTRIC or GAS
MONEL METAL TANKS and HEATERS
MODERN METAL FURNITURE

For LATEST ideas, QUALITY, PRICE, FREE PLANNING SERVICE and estimates
PHONE: TEmple 1-8494
ARCHITECT—Cont. from Page 1

The architect performs only a professional, personal service, and he has no proprietary interest in the building or its equipment. Architects have repeatedly demonstrated to their clients, by their services, that a better building can be designed and constructed at a lower cost by the tried and proved method of competitive bidding by reliable contractors, from properly prepared and complete plans and specifications. Numerous instances of this kind have been reported where the savings to the owners by such a method have ranged from 10% to 30%. It is a fact, easily demonstrated, that an architect can save the owner the amount of his fee, and substantially more.

The builder, like the pharmacist in the above mentioned instances, is a necessary factor in any building enterprise, and it is important that he be reliable and conscientious. His knowledge and experience are most valuable, but in the interest of the owner, it is essential that he should have no proprietary interest in the building or its equipment. He should be held, by his contract with the owner, to produce the building exactly according to the plans and specifications prepared by the architect. The analogy is closely drawn to the relationship existing between the patient, the doctor and the druggist.

The facts stated above have also become so generally understood that a great many states, including Michigan, have passed laws to protect the public safety and interest. These laws define the practices of architecture and building, and prevent the use of the title of architect except by those licensed to use it. The law also prohibits a registered architect who is practicing architecture, from acting as a contractor. The New York State Court of Appeals recently ruled that an owner should not pay for professional services rendered by an unlicensed firm.

Obviously the owner's interests are more carefully considered and safeguarded when he employs an architect. The builder who prepares his own plans and specifications, offering the inducement of saving the owner the expense of all or part of the architect's fee, has a selfish interest in the project which he cannot overlook. By this method he evades any competition, and agrees to furnish what he chooses to an owner who is inexperienced in building, and therefore not qualified to determine. Furthermore the sub-contracts are often parcelled out to those who give the lowest bid regardless of quality of the job. As there is no supervision of the work, the owner is at the mercy of this type of builder.

The building industry, as a whole, recognizes the important position which the architect holds in reference to any building project, the nature of his services to the owner, and his responsibility under the law. The industry favors the maintenance of competitive bidding, and the elimination of irresponsible and inexperienced sub-contractors.

Good contractors prefer to build from plans and specifications prepared by architects, and under architects' supervision, for only thus can the owners' interests be properly safeguarded.

No matter how honest and trustworthy the contractor may be, he is not in a position to represent the owner, no more than would be one lawyer to represent both sides in a court case.

From what has been stated, it can be readily understood that it is just as important in the interest of public health and safety, to engage the services of an architect when building, as it is to consult a physician when sickness comes, and just as mandatory under the law. These facts deserve your careful consideration.

BRANSON V. GAMBER
Pres. Mich. Society of Architects

This then brings me to still another point in which we, as architects and you, as contractors, are greatly interested. That is the amount of work entrusted to contracting firms who through clever advertising succeed in convincing owners of their ability to plan and design and construct any kind of plant anywhere, furnishing so-called complete service, better and at lower cost than by the process of employing an architect and engineer to plan and design, and competent local builders to construct. It is difficult to comprehend how in the first place any concern can be expert in all things at once. There certainly is enough in architecture and engineering to hold one very, very busy keeping up with the best practice.

I certainly would not for a moment believe myself capable of handling a construction job as well as you who devote your entire time to it. Neither would I expect a builder to be as familiar with planning and designing as my organization which devotes its time solely to this. Nor is it entirely reasonable to expect an outsider just available for design to be quite the equal of an experienced organization. Aside from this, how is the claim that savings are effected by entrusting work to these companies operating in innumerable places substantiated? What secrets do these companies possess that you are stranger to? Is this out of town concern able to buy at lower prices than a well established local firm? Will labor produce more for the former? Furthermore, how are an owner's interests thus preserved? Who is there to check the all-knowing, all-efficient general designer and contractor? The clerk of the works? I, personally, should hesitate to have my money thus expended. High pressure salesmanship and clever advertising often convince owners and since they have no means of comparison, they often feel themselves well served at the time. If, however, later they carry on an extention, on the plan of employing an architect and separately the contractor, and find that the cost of this, though the project was smaller and more complicated, actually ran only 60% of the original per square foot, with less need for bookkeeping and checking and less worry and annoyance, they feel quite differently. Just such an experience we had several years ago. In another instance, without our knowledge, a general contracting and designing firm offered to make plans for a project on which we were at work, without cost to the owners if their proposal did not underrun the bids received by us plus architect's fee. Well—on a $750,000.00 building, they were some $75,000.00 higher and at that had nothing like as good a scheme. We have encountered such competition on several occasions and have never failed to win out. We have, therefore, suffered little harm from such companies. That, however, innumerable
other architects have been made to suffer is unquestionable. Equal harm has been done to local contractors by these engineering firms. There is, of course, nothing that can be done about it save to prove the plan wrong by actual results and presentation of the fact that to do a successful piece of work requires the close and careful study of the problem by a capable architect, backed by a competent organization of structural, sanitary, heating, ventilating and electrical engineers, checkers, expeditors and superintendents, a thoroughly equipped bookkeeping department, and separately an equally competent independent building organization. With such a plan of building, the owner has the benefit of the cumulative experience of all, at the same time both he and the contractor have some one in charge to interpret plans and specifications and to protect their individual interests. The claim made by these contracting engineers is that the latter plan means division of responsibility where it belongs. In the other instance, the responsibility is indeed undivided—it is entirely the owner's. And strangely enough some owners like it.

There is still one other plan of building, often practiced by manufacturers. It is that wherein the latter do their own designing and planning—having an engineering organization of their own—often they have even their own building organization, but if not, let their work direct and supervise the construction. All of course, with the expectation of saving money by the process. Little do these concerns know what the work actually costs them. They have no means of knowing whether the designs are extravagant or economical. Their engineers, usually employed for other work, lack experience, therefore can not be fully informed. As against the one building they are called upon to do, a recognized firm has the experience of many, besides which it is composed of specialists in the many fields that must be covered.

Taking the word of the employee for it, the manufacturer believes he is obtaining results at a saving which could easily be disproven. Then, again, who knows what the work actually costs them. They have no means of knowing whether the designs are extravagant or economical. Their engineers, usually employed for other work, lack experience, therefore can not be fully informed. As against the one building they are called upon to do, a recognized firm has the experience of many, besides which it is composed of specialists in the many fields that must be covered.
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terials, may have cost the same amount to build. But one of the houses built without an Architect is inconvenient in arrangement, has a large amount of waste space in halls and elsewhere, is of flimsy construction and is ugly and commonplace in appearance.

The other house, designed and supervised by a good Architect, is convenient to live in, there is no waste space, the construction is substantial, it is in good taste and lovely to look at.

They cost the same, but which has the greater value, which would be pleasanter to live in, in which house would you have a greater pride of ownership? Ask your real estate man which house would be easier to sell for a fair price, considering its cost.

The best value received for any money put into your home is the value which comes from the fee paid to your Architect.

HOW TRUE!

"In a general way, the public knows what to expect from a physician, a dentist, or lawyer, but the average prospective builder looks upon the architect as a mere 'exterior decorator,' one to be avoided if he can persuade his contractor, or so-called builder, to assume such duties. If architecture received only a fraction of the publicity that is given to the medical profession, to dentistry, or to law, there would be little need for specialized information of the nature that is so much neglected as to cause the public to form false ideas and to express unfounded opinions as to the value of architectural services.

"Do we hang our code of ethics too high, or is it that we are indolent in publicizing and benefitting our profession as a group? I regret to say I feel it is basically the latter.

"Architects should instruct home builders how to distinguish between a speculative-built house and a well-constructed building. While not all architects are interested in the residential field, it is the home owner who also builds the commercial and industrial structures.

"It cannot be repeated too often that the profession of architecture is just what its members are willing to make it. We should think and act unitedly and unselfishly if we are to deserve the respect and recognition of the buying public."

Paul Gerhardt, Jr. Pres. Ill. Soc. of Architects
O. W. BURKE
COMPANY

General Contractors

Fisher Building
DETROIT
MICHIGAN
H. H. Dickinson Company
COMPLETE BUILDERS SUPPLIES
Armed Concrete Curbins
Master Builders Products
Heatilators Asphalts
5785 Hamilton Avenue MADison 4950

THE ESSLINGER-MISCH CO.
General Builders
159 East Columbia Street RANDolph 7921 DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Glanz & Killian Co.
Contractors
PLUMBING — HEATING — VENTILATING FIRE PROTECTION SPRINKLER SYSTEMS
1761 West Forest Avenue TEMple 1-7820

O. W. BURKE COMPANY
General Contractors
FISHER BUILDING MADison 6810 Detroit, Mich.

AUBURN STOKERS
Plumbing, Heating & Air Conditioning Supplies Wholesale NELSON COMPANY
Main Office and Display Room 2604 FOURTH AVE., PHONE RA. 4182 Branches Royal Oak — Grosse Pointe — Ann Arbor

John H. Freeman
Architectural Hardware Complete Service Estimates - Sales - Specifications ARCHITECTS BLDG.- TE. 1-6760

LABOR

INCINERATORS
"All Types"
RESIDENTIAL — COMMERCIAL
Destructors for Hospitals, Factories, Hotels, Stores, Warehouses, Institutions and Office Buildings
Detroit Incinerator Company 20216 John R. TOWNsend 6-5436

F. H. MARTIN
CONSTRUCTION CO.
955 E. Jefferson Ave. CADillac 4890 DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Good Hardware for over 60 Years
T. B. RAYL'S
WHOLESALE BUILDERS' HARDWARE DEPT.
228 Congress St., W. Retail Store, 1149 Griswold

DETROIT LUMBER CO.
"Most Modern Finish Factory In Michigan"
Special Millwork, Cabinets and Stairs
No Charge for Service or Shop Drawings 5601 W. Jefferson Ave. VInewood 1-2090

Attention Architects...
Call us FIRST when you have a sign problem. We want to help you.

ZEON & NEON SIGNS
88 CUSTER — DETROIT
Detroit's Foremost Sign Organization

Specify . . . NON-STICK WINDOWS

The First Completely Assembled Double-Hung Window
* 2x4 JAMBS * 2x8 SILLS * ONE-PIECE ZINC SASH GUIDES * ALUMINUM-PRIMED FRAMES
* SASH WATERPROOFED

N. S. W. CO. 2137 GRATIOT DETROIT, MICH.

DO NOT ACCEPT ANY SUBSTITUTES

MICHIGAN SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS
MICHIGAN SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS

HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING
ENGINEERS ARE AT YOUR SERVICE

UNDIVIDED RESPONSIBILITY

It pays to be sure! It’s best to specify Gar Wood equipment. Gar Wood products are the result of more than a decade of experience—and are engineered to meet present-day demands. There is no division of responsibility. Gar Wood manufactures, installs, services and guarantees the entire installation. Gar Wood engineers make a quick, accurate survey of your requirements. Complete heating and air conditioning layouts are submitted promptly without charge or obligation.

SUSTAINED LEADERSHIP

Gar Wood automatic home heating and air conditioning furnace-burner units led the nation in percentage of total sales in 42 key markets for the last four consecutive years—according to statistics published by a national trade authority. Why? Because Gar Wood Tempered-Aire units are supreme in functional design, in mechanical excellence and lowest in fuel operating costs. Ask for descriptive literature.

Telephone
Townsend 8-6256

GAR WOOD PRODUCTS

Oil- or gas-fired automatic Tempered-Aire Winter Air Conditioning and Heating Units—Split Systems—Boiler-Burner Units—Conversion Oil Burners for Existing Boilers or Furnaces—Domestic and Commercial Water Heaters—Ventilators—Aedux System for air distribution and control.

GAS IS BEST FOR Automatic WATER HEATING

All the hot water a family can use, 24 hours a day, day in and day out all year 'round. An automatic Gas water heater maintains a constant supply of piping hot water, always ready for ordinary daily needs and emergency uses. Constant hot water is one of the greatest of today's home comforts. A valuable health safeguard, too.

An automatic Gas water heater is moderate in first cost, trouble-free in operation, completely dependable. Recommend and use automatic Gas water heaters.

MICHIGAN CONSOLIDATED GAS COMPANY
On November 11th, a letter was sent by the President of the Michigan Society of Architects to each of more than seven hundred architects licensed to practice in the State of Michigan. This letter directed attention to the activities of the Society in the interest of every member of the profession. It also stated the necessity for action to stop the growing invasion of the professional field by building organizations who render professional services, without being licensed to do so by state law.

It seems necessary again to point out the serious threat to the profession and the danger of allowing this illegal practice to continue. The Board of Directors of the Michigan Society of Architects has formulated a plan to combat this encroachment upon our professional field, and steps are already being taken in that effort. In order to carry the fight to a successful conclusion, we must have the cooperation and financial assistance of every registered architect in Michigan. It requires no great stretch of the imagination to see that if the architects do not successfully prevent building organizations from preempting our professional practice, that before long many architects will have to close their offices, and go to work for them. If the present tendency continues, this will become a reality instead of a threat to architects in general, because it has resulted in this way already in too many individual cases.

It has been stated a number of times that the architects are asleep. If so, it is time for us to wake up and do something. The letter which was sent out last week, at considerable expense of time and money brought an immediate and generous response from a few architects. If the profession is interested in self-preservation, the replies should be coming in by hundreds. They are not coming in that way.

The letter was sent out in the hope that it would produce a referendum vote by the great majority of the registered architects in the state. The Board of Directors and your officers must know what you want done. If you cannot give any financial assistance, send in your card and say so, but send in your card anyway, and let us know if you approve the policy.

Your Board of Directors and your officers are working continually and unceasingly in your behalf, and they deserve your consideration and support. Send in your card right away and let us know how you stand. Remember that all this effort is in your cause, and for the best interests of all the architects.

Let us show the captious critics and the opposition that architects are not asleep. Let us wake up and live, while we have the chance.

BRANSON V. GAMBER.

It is with regret that we learn of an accident sustained by our good friend, Wirt C. Rowland. He recently fell and broke his arm, but it is understood that at the present he is progressing nicely.

Richard P. Raseman also met with a slight accident while driving recently. He made a quick stop and sustained a broken kneecap.
A Complete Line of Rock Wool Insulation Products Manufactured in Detroit

S U L A T I O N
Meyers Road
at Lyndon
Consult us when you have insulation problems
SPECIFICATIONS MAILED ON REQUEST

Long Experience — Adequate Facilities
Clean Cut Business Procedure
Blue Printing & Photostat Reproductions

O & O Blue Print & Supply Co.
CADillac 0005-0011
77 Sibley

FOX THEATRE
Beginning Friday, November 22, 1940

Alice Faye, Betty Grable, Jack Oakie, John Payne
in
"TIN PAN ALLEY"
the cast also includes Allen Jenkins, Esther KAston, and Ben (Shadrick) Carter.
Also THE RUMSTEADS
"BLONDIE PLAYS CUPID"
Fox Movietone News and selected short sub-

MURRAY W. SALES & CO.
DETROIT’S FINEST
PLUMBING and HEATING
DISPLAY ROOMS
AT YOUR SERVICE

MAdison 4200
801 W. BALTIMORE AT THIRD

Frederic B. Stevens, Inc.
FACE BRICK, ENAMELED BRICK, GLAZED
BRICK AND TILE, ROOFING AND
FLOOR TILE
Representatives for
ANTI-HYDRO—For Hardening and
Waterproofing Concrete
THIRD AND LARNED STREETS
RANOLPH 5890
DETROIT, MICH.

IRON - BOND METHOD
HEINEMAN & LOVETT CO.
Waterproofing Contractors
Basements, Tunnels, Pits, Tanks, etc
HI-TEX Methods
Waterproofing & Restoration of exterior masonry
DREYDODOR DEHUMIDIFIERS
5237 Tireman Ave. DETROIT 4-1228

Punch & Judy Theatre
Kercheval at Fisher Road
NI. 3898

FRI., SAT., SUN. NOV. 27, 28, DEC. 1
Cary Grant—Martha Scott
"HOWARDS OF VIRGINIA"
SAT. 11 P. M.—Laurel & Hardy in
"FLYING DEUCES!"
MON., TUES., WED., THURS., DECEMBER 2 TO 5
Rosalind Russell—Brian Aherne
"HIRED WIFE"

Turner-Brooks, Inc.
FLOOR COVERING CONTRACTORS
All Types Floor, Wall and Ceilings

APSHALT TILE LINOILEUM
RUBBER TILE CORK TILE
CARPETS RUGS
WINDOW SHADES VENETIAN BLINDS
ACOUSTICAL MATERIALS

9910-20 Dexter Blvd.
Detroit, Michigan
TO. 8-2470

CHRYSLER
Your clients deserve a trouble free, modern
heating plant. Airtemp, America's most
beautiful air conditioning, packs all the value
of famous Chrysler engineering genius. A
full line of gas or oil burning gravity, forced
air or boilers. Truly the outstanding achieve-
ment in the heating field. Prices have been
reduced drastically in the past year.

Priced With The Lowest!
Featured by Currier Lumber Co.

Displayed at: 17505 Van Dyke ........ 8951 Schaeffer Road ........ Call SLocum 1400

WEEKLY BULLETIN
CONFERENCE ON INDUSTRIAL COMMUNITIES

A conference on the Expansion of Industrial Communities with regard to Housing and Community Planning will be held at the University of Michigan, College of Architecture, November 29th and 30th, according to an announcement just issued by Wells L. Bennett, Dean of the University's College of Architecture and Design.

The two-day Conference, which is scheduled to open at 9:00 a. m., Friday in Room 102, Architecture Building, will cover such subjects as Community Expansion in the First World War and The Economic Background of the Current Problem as well as Government Activity and Current Legislation.

Speakers will include besides Dean Bennett, Clarence S. Stein, fellow of The American Institute of Architecture, Professors Jean Hebrard, Edgar M. Hoover, Jr., Richard U. Ratcliff, and Dean Clair E. Griffin.

The subject of Landscape Architecture will be discussed by A. D. Taylor, president, American Society of Landscape Architects, and Professor H. O. Whitemore of the University staff, while The Present Planned Problem will be discussed by Walter Blucher, Executive Director, National Association of Housing Officials, with Coleman Woodbury, Association Director, and Barton C. Jenks of Westacres, Pontiac, dealing with Current Legislation.

A complimentary luncheon will be tendered to delegates in the Michigan Union on Friday, with the principal dinner, Friday evening, presided over by Clifford W. McKibben, when delegates will hear an address on The Place of Private Enterprise in the Expansion of Industrial Communities by Ernest Fisher of the American Bankers Association.

At the Saturday morning session Kenneth C. Black, A. I. A., of Lansing, past president of the Michigan Society of Architects, will preside, and John L. Lovett, General Manager, Michigan Manufacturers Association, will speak. Also at this session Clair W. Ditchy, of Detroit, Regional Director of The American Institute of Architects, will speak on Architecture and the Building Industry, while Branson V. Gamber, president of the Michigan Society of Architects, will lead in the discussion which follows. Other speakers will be Ernest J. Bohn, Director, Cleveland Metropolitan Housing Authority, and H. A. Olson, Director, Michigan Municipal League.

PRODUCERS' MEETING

The first evening meeting of the fall season was held by the Producers' Council Club of Michigan at the Detroit-Leland Hotel, Wednesday evening, November 13th. Howard Miller of the Producers' Club, president, turned the meeting over to Bill Glardon, who introduced Mr. Frank Sansom of the International Nickel Company of New York. The program was divided into two parts; namely, Monel Metal and Whitehead Kitchens. It was sponsored by International Nickel Company and Whitehead Work Saving Kitchens Company.

A great deal of useful information was given the architects regarding this subject and the program was interesting and varied with sound films, slides, and in addition, a talk by Mr. Glardon as well as a question and answer period. Of it all came some pointers on the qualities and use of monel for kitchen and other places. Mr. Glardon touched upon construction features of cabinets, both the de luxe and standard lines, made by Excel Metal Production Company, Inc. The Producers' are to be congratulated for such helpful and interesting programs.

BUILDING INDUSTRY HEARS MAYOR JEFFRIES

Honorable Edward J. Jeffries, Mayor of Detroit, was the principal speaker at the Building Industry Luncheon held in the Detroit-Leland Hotel, November 5. C. O. Barton, president of the Builders' & Traders' Exchange, under whose sponsorship this luncheon was held, presided. He explained that the luncheons were a medium of expression in the building industry, stating that Mayor Jeffries had been invited to explain the city's policy of doing certain construction work by the direct labor method.

The Mayor outlined two phases of this work, one covered by W.P.A., which was chiefly a relief program, and the other, contract operations in which city departments submitted bids in competition with those in private practice. He explained that the W.P.A. program was not ideal from every standpoint, but expressed his belief that no better program had been available.

He touched upon the difficulty of financing the city during and immediately after the depression, stating that it had come through on a sound basis, which was of more vital interest to everyone in the building industry as well as all other citizens, because the tax structure and finances of the city must be such to make it profitable to build.

He agreed with those who thought that Detroit taxes are high, but he pointed out that they are not as high as in most cities and that if there had been no W.P.A., many municipalities would have failed.

The Mayor expressed the firm belief that the city has the right, when spending its own money, to do its own work, when it is shown that such work can thus be done at a lower price than through letting it to private contractors. He reiterated the statement that Detroit for the past seven or eight years has been as soundly governed as any city in America. For this, he took little credit to himself, stating that he had been its chief executive for only a few months.

Ed Thall of the Detroit Building Trades Council condemned the W.P.A. in competition with private industry, stating that it was bringing up a group of poor mechanics, that it did not give employment to those in the building industry, but led to the elimination of private contractors.

In a question and answer period following the Mayor's talk, some rather heated discussions were had, but the Mayor, as is his custom, seemed to hold his own very well.

UNAUTHORIZED COMPETITION

A letter has been sent recently to a number of architects by the Michigan Real Estate Association requesting that they submit plans for small houses—apparently on a competitive basis—for the use of their Home Builders' Division. It is further stated that those receiving this letter were a selected list given out by this Society.

The officers of the Michigan Society of Architects disclaim any responsibility for furnishing a list of their members for the purpose mentioned. This matter is being investigated, but architects are advised to place the proper value upon their professional services.

It might be possible for this Society to cooperate with the Michigan Real Estate Association on a properly conducted program for small house design.

—BRANSON V. GAMBER

MEMBERSHIP

If you are an architect registered in Michigan won't you support your organization by paying $3.00 dues to March 1, 1941?

Let's consolidate our gains made last year.
COURT AWARDS ARCHITECTURE TO ARCHITECTS

A fast-growing practice—that of building, planning, and remodeling concerns performing architectural services—has been effectively spiked by a recent decision of the New York Court of Appeals, affirming a decision of a lower court which had held that only an architect can contract to perform architectural services, reports J. R. Von Sternberg in the Architectural Record for October.

This history-making case—the American Store Equipment and Construction Corporation vs. Jack Dempsey’s Punch Bowl, Inc., has the distinction of being the first involving the practice of architecture as a profession to go to the highest court in New York State.

The case developed out of a refusal of the restaurant to pay for architectural services for which it had contracted with the building company. Although it conceded that the services had been rendered, it refused payment on the plea that the builder was not licensed to perform them.

The builder countered that it had performed various services, such as planning, designing, and decorating the restaurant—which is located in the Times Square region in New York City—and that it was entitled to its stipulated fee. When it was brought out at the trial, however, that at least part of this alleged work, labor, and services was architectural, Supreme Court Justice Rosenman dismissed the complaint, holding the illegality was injurious to public health and morals.

The plaintiff then appealed the case, first to the Appellate Division, then to the Court of Appeals, which affirmed the court of original jurisdiction without opinion.

Although few architects were aware of this litigation, each of them had an important stake in its disposition. For on the outcome of these appeals rested the future status, in New York at least, of the profession. In a number of cases involving other types of licenses, the Court has allowed recoveries even though the plaintiff has been unlicensed, holding that the act was merely “malum prohibitum,” or not a crime against public health and morals. If the Court had so held again, architecture would have been stripped of its status as a profession, equal with law and medicine, to become the tool and hand-servant of every building contractor.

The decision of the court, however, restores the practice of architecture to architects. No firm or other organization can contract to perform architectural services, other than a registered architect. In addition, such organizations that do contract to perform architectural services may not recover for their services.

Nor may such firms agree to provide “free” architectural service as a part of their contract. In Mr. Rosenman’s opinion, published in the New York Law Journal, March 4, 1940, he wrote as follows:

“The plaintiff contends, however, that even if it did perform certain architectural services, nevertheless it can recover for all those portions of the contract not involving such services, and that the architectural services, if any, amount only to about 5% or 10% of all the services undertaken to be rendered. However, there is no means of segregating the good from the bad portions of the contract in this case. The contract was entire and indivisible: to plan, contract, and furnish a complete unit. If the plaintiff had sold the interior furnishings and decorations, the contract could have been separated at least to the extent of permitting recovery for the merchandise sold. Here, however, were only services, ideas, and supervision. They cannot be separated into different classes—legal and illegal . . .

“To sustain the legality of the balance of the agreement would lead to wide-spread disregard of the licensing statutes. It would be easy for any construction contractor to thwart the purposes for which the licensing of architects was enacted by merely providing in his contract that architectural services would be given gratis so long as the contractor were awarded the contract itself.”

The decision came at a propitious time. The growing assumption of architectural responsibility by corporations and other unlicensed organizations is a vicious, dangerous threat to the ethical and economic structure of the profession. It not only deprives architects of business to which they are rightly entitled, but relegates the function of architect to a new low in subservience.

The Jack Dempsey instance is only one of a string of hundreds of such jobs. On almost every Main Street in New York State—and in increasing numbers across the entire country—combined building and architectural corporations have planned and erected structures, such as stores, restaurants, markets, and similar commercial buildings. To “comply” with the law, many have employed their own architects. Others, however, have flipped the architectural service to a co-operating architect after having contracted to provide it.

Justice Rosenman’s decision in this case helps round out a growth that has been developing since 1927. Prior to that year, Article 7-A of the General Business Law was the only statute relating to architects. This merely prohibited a person from assuming the title of architect without first securing a certificate of registration. Any one, under this law, could practice architecture as long as he did not call himself an architect.

In 1927, Article 7-A of the General Business Law was repealed and was superseded by Article 56 of the Education Law. This however, also permitted architectural practice by unlicensed persons.

In 1929, the practice of architecture was given legal status of a profession. In that year, Sections 1475-1784 of the Education Law required that the very practice of architecture required a license. Section 1476 of this law provides that “In order to safeguard life, health, and property, no person shall practice architecture in this State . . . unless such person shall have secured from the regents a license as architect . . .”

There are several exceptions, however: It does not prevent licensed engineers from performing architectural work, nor does it apply to new building costing less than $10,000, not to remodeling jobs costing no more than that when no structural changes are involved. Some corporations may also practice architecture. These are limited to architectural corporations incorporated prior to 1929 which have licensed architects as their chief executives. None of these exceptions, however, applied in the Jack Dempsey case.
THE PLAN OF WASHINGTON

The reprint of the article by the “Federal Architect” in your October issue worries me primarily because of including me by inference among “self-respecting citizens.” I don’t quite know what to do about the charge.

The “Federal Architect,” presumably speaking for a well entrenched professional bureaucracy flourishing at the expenses of architectural practitioners trying to exist in a constantly narrowing professional field, then proceeds by innuendo to accuse me of eating hamburgers on “The Mall.” Because, so it says, I don’t like the Triangle Buildings. So what? Did not Congress, perhaps too in a spurt of “Self respect,” provide in its last appropriation for D. C. government buildings that they be not of monumental character. The Federal Architect could well have used its talent both architecturally and journalistically to explain why this spanking was necessary. To me it is obvious. To state that only $50,000,000 had been spent on monumental construction or that had said so is just sloppy copying by the Federal Architect for he knows that the total is an astronomical figure. What I have said is that it is being spent on two building groups now under construction.

And pray what is wrong with the idea of decentralization (in this day and age of improved bombsights), decent housing for federal workers in communicable distance of their jobs, or the notion that a monumental area not necessarily has to have the character of a grave yard. And talking about “Burlesque” (why did the Federal Architect have to bring that up) no one need go to Glen Echo, we have it now with charges of prostitution, etc., right across Pope’s Mellon Gallery (on 9th Street), which may be a very appropriate location.

To say that I have no respect for L’Enfant is pure baloney. Quite the contrary: I think it is a painful incident in our architectural history that L’Enfant had to die an embittered and discredited man because of the almost next door to the Temples of Rome.) .... it would be in order perhaps to outline what I consider to be the outstanding requirements for the modern democratic city. A modern democratic city exists of and for all its citizens, as opposed to the Baroque city which was planned by and for an aristocratic minority.”

If this be treason, make the most of it.

HAMMETT RETURNS TO U. OF M.

Professor Ralph W. Hammett of the College of Architecture and Design of the University of Michigan has recently returned from Mexico where he spent several months on a leave of absence. While in the South and in Mexico, Professor Hammett took over four hundred and fifty colored slides of Mexican life, art, archeology and architecture, and is now giving many talks and illustrated lectures on different phases of Mexican life. Recently he entertained the faculty of the College of Architecture and last week he talked to a group of students at the Alpha Rho Chi fraternity house. He is much in demand around Ann Arbor for similar illustrated talks.

The DETROIT ATELIER of the BEAUX ARTS INSTITUTE OF DESIGN has started its 1940-41 season. Varied problems in architectural design and planning are presented to each student for solution, according to his ability. Prominent Detroit designers have consented to serve as critics. By special arrangements the tuition and fees have been kept to a minimum. The Atelier is located in room 311 Engineering Building, University of Detroit. WILL YOU KINDLY GIVE THIS CARD TO SOMEONE WHO MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN STUDYING ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN. For further information phone: Prof. L. Robert Blakeslee—UN. 2-6000, or Gerald G. Diehl—CH. 7268.

F. H. MARTIN CONSTRUCTION CO.

955 E. Jefferson Ave.
CADILLAC 4890
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

THE ESSLINGER-MISCH CO.

General Builders

159 East Columbia Street
RANDOIHPH 7021
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

INCI-NERATORS

"All Types"

Residential—Commercial

Destructors for

Hospitals, Factories, Hotels, Stores, Warehouses, Institutions and Office Buildings

Detroit Incinerator Company

20216 John R.
Townsend 6-5436

LUMBER DEALERS

DETROIT LUMBER CO. — 5001 W.
Jefferson Ave. Vinewood 1-2090

WALLICH LUMBER CO. — 3741 St.
Aubin Ave., Temple 2-6660.

BRAUN LUMBER CORP. TO. — 8-0820
Davison Avenue and G. T. R. R.
Yds. — Jeff. Ave., and in Pontiac.

RESTRICK LUMBER CO.—1000 W.
Grand Blvd., Lafayette 0600

F. M. SIBLEY LUMBER CO.—4460
Kercheval Ave., Fitzroy 5100.

GENERAL CONTRACTORS

GEORGE W. AUCH CO. — 3646 Mt.
Elliot, Plaza 1100

THE PLAN OF WASHINGTON

The reprint of the article by the “Federal Architect” in your October issue worries me primarily because of including me by inference among “self-respecting citizens.” I don’t quite know what to do about the charge.

The “Federal Architect,” presumably speaking for a well entrenched professional bureaucracy flourishing at the expenses of architectural practitioners trying to exist in a constantly narrowing professional field, then proceeds by innuendo to accuse me of eating hamburgers on “The Mall.” Because, so it says, I don’t like the Triangle Buildings. So what? Did not Congress, perhaps too in a spurt of “Self respect,” provide in its last appropriation for D. C. government buildings that they be not of monumental character. The Federal Architect could well have used its talent both architecturally and journalistically to explain why this spanking was necessary. To me it is obvious. To state that only $50,000,000 had been spent on monumental construction or that had said so is just sloppy copying by the Federal Architect for he knows that the total is an astronomical figure. What I have said is that it is being spent on two building groups now under construction.

And pray what is wrong with the idea of decentralization (in this day and age of improved bombsights), decent housing for federal workers in communicable distance of their jobs, or the notion that a monumental area not necessarily has to have the character of a grave yard. And talking about “Burlesque” (why did the Federal Architect have to bring that up) no one need go to Glen Echo, we have it now with charges of prostitution, etc., right across Pope’s Mellon Gallery (on 9th Street), which may be a very appropriate location.

To say that I have no respect for L’Enfant is pure baloney. Quite the contrary: I think it is a painful incident in our architectural history that L’Enfant had to die an embittered and discredited man because of the then bright boys in power. However I do not believe it possible that in the time of L’Enfant anyone could have foreseen the development of railroad, automobile and airplane which somehow do influence (he planning of the modern city, whether we like it or not.

All this and more has been stated in a paper submitted to the Fifteenth International Congress in 1939, a copy of which is attached. I shall be glad to forward a mimeographed copy to any architect who might be interested beyond the fact that I am called a stinker.

And why does Mr. Federal Architect say I want to provide something along the lines of the article referred to is: ..., I would provide something along the lines of... I would provide something along the lines of...
A. S. ALSCHULER

Alfred S. Alschuler, nationally famous Chicago architect, died on November 6 of a heart ailment. He was 64 years old.

Mr. Alschuler began his architectural career in Chicago in 1899, and had designed many of its buildings and synagogues. Among them are the London Guarantee and Accident, and Harvester buildings, the Chicago Garment Center, Mercantile Exchange building, Sinai Congregation, Temple Isaiah, and the North Shore Congregation Israel, in Glencoe.

He was credited as being the first architect to use reinforced concrete construction in Chicago, and contributed various inventions to the field of building construction.

Born in Chicago Nov. 2, 1876, he went to the Armour Institute of Technology, then studied at the Art Institute. Starting his architectural work in the office of Dankmar Adler, he began working alone in 1907.

Surviving are his widow, Rose, whom he married in 1907, three sons, Alfred Jr., Richard, and John, and two daughters, Mrs. Leon M. Despres and Mrs. Edward Gudeman. He is also survived by a brother, Samuel.

Mr. Alschuler was a cousin of the late Judge Samuel Alschuler of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals. His home was at 795 Lincoln ave., Winnetka.

EXHIBITION DRAWINGS

Frank H. Wright, chairman of the Society’s Committee on Exhibitions, has announced that a number of drawings and photographs, recently shown at the Detroit Institute of Arts, have been sent on a tour of the State. Others are now available at the Institute for return to their owners. It is urgently requested that they call Mr. Shaw, Columbia 0360, to determine the facts and to call for their drawings at once. The Institute has other material to exhibit and they should be relieved of these drawings as soon as possible.
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Contractors
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Specify... NON-STICK WINDOWS
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THE TOLEDO PLATE & WINDOW GLASS CO.
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We want to help you.
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ATTENTION
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BEAUTIFUL INTERIORS
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FISHER WALL PAPER CO.
We have a competent staff willing to show
you the best in style and color, the leading
Wall Paper Manufacturers of the country offer.
Let us help you.
MAIN STORE
514 Randolph Street
6 LOCAL BRANCHES IN DETROIT
"Ask Your Decorator"
He will tell you that
FISHER WALL PAPER CO.
are Michigan's largest wall paper distributors.

GLASS BLOCK
STOPS HEAT * ADMITS LIGHT
Cadillac Glass Co.
2570 Hart Ave. Detroit
Phone LEnox 4940

CERTIFIED CONCRETE
KOENIG COAL & SUPPLY CO.
CONCRETE • FUEL OIL • COAL
Main Office: 1486 Gratiot Ave. Cadillac 1584

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

See . . .
'PLANNED ECONOMY' at its best
in the new 1940 low-priced
G. E. KITCHEN

GENERAL ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CORP.
Kitchen Planning Dept.
We invite You to See It at
680 ANTOINETTE ST. MA. 9400

WEEKLY BULLETIN